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ABSTRACT

Neural underpinnings of walking under cognitive and sensory load:
a Mobile Brain/Body Imaging approach
by
Brenda R. Malcolm

Advisor: Pierfilippo De Sanctis, Ph.D.

Dual-task walking studies, in which individuals engage in an attentionally-demanding
task while walking, have provided indirect evidence via behavioral and biomechanical measures,
of the recruitment of higher-level cortical resources during gait. Additionally, recent EEG and
imaging (PET, fNIRS) studies have revealed direct neurophysiological evidence of cortical
contributions to steady-state walking. However, there remains a lack of knowledge regarding the
underlying neural mechanisms involved in the allocation of cortical resources while walking
under increased load. This dissertation presents three experiments designed to provide a greater
understanding of the cortical dynamics implicated in processing load (top-down or bottom-up)
during locomotion. Furthermore, we seek to investigate age-related differences in these neural
pathways. These studies were conducted using an innovative EEG-based Mobile Brain/Body
Imaging (MoBI) approach, combining high-density EEG, foot force sensors and 3D body motion
capture as participants walked on a treadmill.
The first study employed a Go/No-Go response inhibition task to evaluate the long-term
test-retest reliability of two cognitively-evoked event-related potentials (ERPs), the earlier N2
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and the later P3. Acceptable levels of reliability were found, according to the intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC), and these were similar across sitting and walking conditions.
Results indicate that electrocortical signals obtained during walking are stable indices of
neurophysiological function. The aim of the second study was to characterize age-related
changes in gait and in the allocation of cognitive control under single vs. dual-task load. For
young adults, we observed significant modulations as a result of increased task load for both gait
(longer stride time) and for ERPs (decreased N2 amplitude and P3 latency). In contrast, older
adults exhibited costs in the cognitive domain (reduced accuracy performance), engaged in a
more stereotyped pattern of walking, and showed a general lack of ERP modulation while
walking under increased load, all of which may indicate reduced flexibility in resource allocation
across tasks. Finally, the third study assessed the effects of sensory (optic flow and visual
perturbations) and cognitive load (Go/No-Go task) manipulations on gait and cortical neurooscillatory activity in young adults. While walking under increased load, participants adopted a
more conservative pattern of gait by taking shorter and wider strides, with cognitive load in
particular associated with reduced motor variability. Using an Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) and dipole-fitting approach, neuro-oscillatory activity was then calculated from eight
source-localized clusters of Independent Components (ICs). Significant modulations in average
spectral power in the theta (3-7Hz), alpha (8-12Hz), beta (13-30Hz), and gamma (31-45Hz)
frequency bands were observed over occipital, parietal and frontal clusters of ICs, as a function
of optic flow and task load. Overall, our findings demonstrate the reliability and feasibility of the
MoBI approach to assess electrocortical activity in dual-task walking situations, and may be
especially relevant to older adults who are less able to flexibly adjust to ongoing cognitive and
sensory demands while walking.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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Neural control of gait
In quadrupedal animals walking is considered to be a relatively automatic behavior,
regulated by spinal and subcortical components of the nervous system, independent of sensory
inputs (Grillner & Wallen, 1985; Marder & Bucher, 2001; Rossignol, Dubuc, & Gossard, 2006).
Clusters of oscillatory neurons in the spinal cord, known as central pattern generators (CPGs),
generate stereotyped rhythms of muscle activity during steady-state locomotion but receive
initiation and termination commands from supraspinal levels (Hoellinger et al., 2013; Marder &
Calabrese, 1996). While there is some evidence for the existence of CPG networks in humans
(Calancie et al., 1994; Dimitrijevic, Gerasimenko, & Pinter, 1998; Duysens & Van de Crommert,
1998), their role appears to be mitigated in relation to other areas of the nervous system (N. T.
Petersen et al., 2001). Locomotion in humans relies strongly upon sensory feedback (Van de
Crommert, Mulder, & Duysens, 1998) and the involvement of the corticospinal tract suggests
that CPGs are modulated by higher-level cortical control (Hoellinger et al., 2013). Altogether,
research indicates an extensive network of spinal, brainstem and cortical processes acting to
facilitate balance and posture in bipedal walking (Takakusaki, 2013; Winter, 1995).
Direct evidence of motor cortex involvement in lower-limb muscle coordination during
gait has been demonstrated by the suppression of ongoing electromyographic (EMG) activity
during walking with low-intensity transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) (Capaday, 2002; N.
T. Petersen et al., 2001). Additionally, studies using hemodynamic imaging methods have
increased our understanding of cortical networks involved in locomotion. Though these
approaches typically require participants to lie prone, researchers have measured patterns of
blood flow before and after walking, or have employed imagined walking designs. Fukuyama et
al. (1997) used single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) to assess cerebral blood
2

flow before and after walking. They observed walking-related increases in regional blood flow in
the supplementary motor area (SMA), medial primary sensorimotor area, the striatum, the
cerebellar vermis, and visual cortex (Fukuyama et al., 1997). When participants were instructed
to imagine themselves standing, walking and running, functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) revealed increases in BOLD activity in the cerebellum, brainstem and basal ganglia (Jahn
et al., 2008), and during imagined gait requiring a higher degree of spatial precision, increased
activity was observed in the superior parietal lobule, the precentral gyrus, and the superior
middle occipital gyrus (Bakker et al., 2008). From a study using Positron Emission Tomography
(PET), other areas implicated in locomotor control as a result of motor imagery included the
premotor cortex, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the left inferior parietal lobule, and the right
posterior cingulate cortex (Malouin, Richards, Jackson, Dumas, & Doyon, 2003). Interestingly,
these authors also observed increased blood flow to the precuneus, the left SMA, the right
inferior parietal cortex and the left parahippocampal gyrus (Malouin et al., 2003) when
participants imagined walking with obstacles in their path (navigating a narrow passageway).
They interpreted these findings as indicating that higher brain centers must become progressively
more engaged when walking demands, e.g., increased processing of sensory and cognitive
information, are increased. The following sections will review evidence from prior research on
the effects of increased environmental demands on gait and will then begin to examine the
relationship between gait and cognitive processing.

3

Multisensory feedback guides locomotion
The efficient integration of sensory feedback during walking is critical to maintaining
postural stability and implementing appropriate motor responses (Earhart, 2013). Sensory inputs
from the visual, somatosensory, vestibular and proprioceptive modalities (Campos, Butler, &
Bulthoff, 2012; Jacobs & Horak, 2007; Nashner, Black, & Wall, 1982) provide us with cues
about our environment and about the speed and position of our body as we move through space.
Hierarchical levels of sensory feedback throughout the nervous system provide continuous
updates regarding this information with every new movement. For instance, the cerebellum and
ascending and descending cortical tracts via the brainstem integrate visual and vestibular
feedback essential for muscle coordination and joint contraction (Jahn et al., 2008), as well as
head orientation and lateral stability while walking (O'Connor & Kuo, 2009). Subsequently,
higher-level cross-modal integration areas such as the posterior parietal cortex help to enact
navigational goals by combining multisensory information regarding the body’s current location
with more distal spatial representations, in order to develop a travel trajectory in conjunction
with prefrontal and motor cortices (Calton & Taube, 2009; Takakusaki, 2013).
Walking is an especially visually-demanding activity and we rely upon our visual system
to provide crucial sources of information during self-directed navigation. Optic flow, the visual
motion we experience as a result of moving past objects and surfaces in our environment
(Gibson, 1950, 1958), helps to guide direction of travel, or heading (Lappe & Rauschecker,
1994; W. H. Warren & Hannon, 1988), as well as speed (Konczak, 1994; Lappe, Bremmer, &
van den Berg, 1999; Prokop, Schubert, & Berger, 1997) and aids in obstacle detection and
avoidance (Logan et al., 2010). Vision also has a powerful effect on balance and can override
other sensory information about body placement (Lee & Lishman, 1977; Varraine, Bonnard, &
4

Pailhous, 2002). Based on the evidence that vision plays a causal role in guiding walking
behavior, prior studies have introduced perturbations to visual inputs (W. H. Warren, Jr., Kay,
Zosh, Duchon, & Sahuc, 2001) in order to study how the nervous system engages in balance
control, and especially the effects on individuals with sensorimotor deficits or older adults, who
may place an even greater reliance on visual cues while walking (Francis, Franz, O'Connor, &
Thelen, 2015; Franz, Francis, Allen, O'Connor, & Thelen, 2015).
Impairments in the form of increased destabilization in postural control and gait will
typically result when visual inputs are removed or perturbations to the visual field are introduced
(Keshner & Kenyon, 2000; O'Connor & Kuo, 2009). Changes in optic flow patterns have been
shown to produce directionally-specific coupling in postural sway (McAndrew, Wilken, &
Dingwell, 2011; W. H. Warren, Jr. et al., 2001), and have a modulating effect on temporal
parameters of the gait cycle such as stride length (Hollman, Brey, Robb, Bang, & Kaufman,
2006; Prokop et al., 1997) and increased stride-to-stride variability (Hollman et al., 2006;
McAndrew, Dingwell, & Wilken, 2010; O'Connor & Kuo, 2009). Studies have additionally
shown that the manipulation of reliable visual feedback during gait, in the form of mediolateral
(ML) perturbations to optic flow, tends to cause increased variability in walking behavior
compared to perturbations introduced to the anterior-posterior (AP) direction (Bauby & Kuo,
2000; McAndrew et al., 2010). This finding is likely due to the fact that human locomotion is
inherently more unstable in the ML plane, thus requiring a greater degree of active lateral
stabilization (Donelan, Shipman, Kram, & Kuo, 2004; O'Connor & Kuo, 2009), which may
necessitate a greater reliance upon vision on a step-to-step basis. For example, the presentation of
ML optic flow perturbations immediately results in the adoption of a more conservative pattern
of gait in young adults, characterized by wider and shorter steps (Maki, 1997; O'Connor & Kuo,
5

2009; Thompson & Franz, 2017), with responses scaled in proportion to the amplitude of
perturbation applied (Thompson & Franz, 2017).
Findings that indicate the adoption of a more conservative pattern of gait when presented
with unreliable visual information support the idea of the engagement of multisensory
reweighting (MSR). MSR is an adaptive process, whereby at any particular instance in a
dynamic interaction with the environment, the sensory modality that is deemed to be the most
reliable for the maintenance of postural control will be prioritized (Horak, Diener, & Nashner,
1989; McCollum, Shupert, & Nashner, 1996). In many situations, information from the various
senses will be at least partially redundant with regards to the position of the body in space;
however in certain other situations, a sensory stream may be missing or altered in some way,
which will then introduce conflicting information. For example, walking in a darkened
environment with an uneven surface may lead to increased reliance on somatosensory and
vestibular feedback and a down-weighting of vision, to direct the timing, speed and position of
ensuing footsteps. Studies have reported that young adults are adept at quickly engaging MSR
processes in fluctuating environmental conditions. For example, in a very recent study
Thompson & Franz (2017) reported that young adults began to take shorter, wider and more
variable steps at the onset of continuous mediolateral optic flow perturbations, but after
approximately three minutes of walking step length and width returned to normal (unperturbed)
levels, while variability in these measures did not (Thompson & Franz, 2017). They attribute
these findings to visuomotor adaptation processes – the return of step length and width to normal
levels as visual perturbations continued may reflect a deprioritization of visual inputs while
presumably other inputs, such as vestibular and proprioceptive modalities were up-regulated. On
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the other hand, the more variable pattern of walking was cited to be indicative of a reactive stepto-step balance control strategy.
Thus, the ability to respond appropriately when presented with unexpected perturbations
in the sensory environment is a crucial part of balance (Horak, Shupert, & Mirka, 1989; Jeka,
Allison, & Kiemel, 2010; Oie, Kiemel, & Jeka, 2002), and falls may occur, especially in older
adults, when important components of this system begin to degrade (Berard, Fung, &
Lamontagne, 2012; Earhart, 2013). Indeed, several studies have reported that perturbed visual
flow results in significantly larger effects in older adults compared to young (Franz et al., 2015;
Konczak, 1994), though see (Allison, Kiemel, & Jeka, 2006). One explanation for this may be
attributed to a general decline in sensory processing abilities with age (Goble, Coxon,
Wenderoth, Van Impe, & Swinnen, 2009). There is evidence for deteriorations in
somatosensation, such as tactile and vibration perception (Kaye et al., 1994), in vestibular
processing (Horak, Shupert, Dietz, & Horstmann, 1994) and in the visual system as well,
including visual acuity (Lord & Ward, 1994) and diminished depth perception and contrast
sensitivity (M. H. Woollacott & Tang, 1997). However, several studies have interestingly
reported an increased reliance on visual control in older adults (Horak, Shupert, et al., 1989;
Lord & Ward, 1994; Simoneau et al., 1999; Wolfson et al., 1992). Therefore, it seems older
adults may display a greater reliance on visual feedback to maintain balance during walking,
even when the visual input itself may be inaccurate or unreliable, in an attempt to compensate for
degradations in other sensory domains. Similar findings of an inability to suppress the influence
of visual and proprioceptive inputs when this information was unreliable have been reported in
patients with diseases affecting the vestibular system (Cousins et al., 2014; Nashner et al., 1982).
In sum, MSR and the ability to prioritize more reliable sensory inputs seems to show an overall
7

slowing with increasing age, and there is evidence to indicate that MSR abilities are even further
reduced in older adults who experience falls (Camicioli, Panzer, & Kaye, 1997).
In the next section, I will shift gears slightly and address the other matter of cortical
resource allocation during walking – are we able to effectively engage in a secondary cognitive
task while maintaining walking stability? I will review research that has employed the dual-task
walking paradigm and discuss findings in young and older adults. These studies provide indirect
evidence of shared cortical resources essential for humans to effectively maintain stable gait
while negotiating attentional demands from the environment (M. Woollacott & Shumway-Cook,
2002; Yogev-Seligmann, Hausdorff, & Giladi, 2008).

Interaction between gait and cognition: the dual-task walking paradigm
When navigating real-world environments we are constantly engaged in multitasking,
and will attend to other activities while walking, such as reciting a grocery list, having a
conversation or texting on the phone. However, it is common to experience changes in behavior,
typically experienced as impairments, in either the cognitive task or our walking ability, as a
result of multitasking. To help assess the relationship between cognition and gait in these
situations, behavioral studies employing the dual-task walking (DTW) paradigm have been used
in various laboratory settings (Al-Yahya et al., 2011; M. Woollacott & Shumway-Cook, 2002).
Such experimental designs typically involve the performance of a secondary cognitive task while
individuals walk overground or on a motorized treadmill. Differences in dual-task walking
performance may then be compared with single-task gait (no cognitive task) or single-task
cognitive performance (stationary). Dual-task costs, in the form of performance deficits, are
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often observed in either the gait domain (e.g., slowing or increased temporal variability), or the
cognitive domain (e.g., decline in task accuracy), or in both (Al-Yahya et al., 2011). Evidence of
these costs supports a model of limited cognitive capacity when engaged in two or more
attentionally demanding tasks (Tombu & Jolicoeur, 2003), and contributes indirect evidence that
higher-level cognitive control areas are also necessary for stable walking.
Studies employing the dual-task walking paradigm have shown that even for healthy
young adults, a certain degree of cognitive control is required to successfully perform an
attentionally-demanding task while walking (Szturm et al., 2013). Increased cognitive load may
lead to significant fluctuations in the motor domain, including costs to walking performance such
as reduced velocity (Beauchet, Dubost, Herrmann, & Kressig, 2005; Hollman, Kovash, Kubik, &
Linbo, 2007; Springer et al., 2006) and step width variability (Grabiner & Troy, 2005) as well as
increased variability in temporal parameters of the gait cycle such as stride time (for a recent
review, see (Al-Yahya et al., 2011). However it should be noted that for young adults and
occasionally even for older adults, any costs to postural stability and the maintenance of stable
gait tend to vary depending on the complexity and specific requirements of the cognitive task
(Lovden, Schaefer, Pohlmeyer, & Lindenberger, 2008; M. Woollacott & Shumway-Cook, 2002;
Yogev-Seligmann et al., 2008). For example Ebersbach et al. observed that a secondary motor
task (finger tapping) affected stride time, but performing a cognitive task (digit span) led to
increased double limb support time (Ebersbach, Dimitrijevic, & Poewe, 1995). At the same time
the attentional demands of the secondary task may be modulated by different balance
requirements throughout the gait cycle, for example reaction times in single-support phase of the
gait cycle were longer than those in double-support (Lajoie, Teasdale, Bard, & Fleury, 1993).
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One theory that has been proposed to explain the mechanisms underlying these results is
a central capacity sharing model of attentional trade-off (Tombu & Jolicoeur, 2003). If there is a
limited capacity of cognitive resources available, the simultaneous performance of two or more
tasks may require the allocation of resources that exceeds the capacity of the system (Kahneman,
1973). Thus, the concurrent engagement of tasks recruiting comparable cognitive control
mechanisms may result in dual-task costs, with reduced performance in one or both domains
(O'Shea, Morris, & Iansek, 2002). This model provides a framework for DTW studies in which
the cortical resources involved in maintaining steady gait become taxed to capacity under
conditions of cognitive load. In the following section, results from dual-task walking studies with
older adults are reviewed, in which more substantial costs tend to emerge, providing further
evidence to indicate the presence of common underlying neural substrates.

Dual-task walking in aging
The issue of limited cortical resources is of particular concern for an elderly population as
there is by now a well-established link between a decline in executive function capabilities and
gait impairments (Kluger et al., 1997; Tinetti & Kumar, 2010; Verghese, Wang, Lipton, Holtzer,
& Xue, 2007), as well as an increased risk for falls (Herman, Mirelman, Giladi, Schweiger, &
Hausdorff, 2010; Mirelman et al., 2012). Generally, age-related dual-task walking studies have
reported more pronounced costs for older adults compared to young (Beurskens & Bock, 2012).
For example, there may be age-specific costs to the secondary task (Yogev-Seligmann et al.,
2008), or impaired walking performance may also be associated with declining cognitive
performance (Hollman et al., 2007). Specifically it appears that secondary cognitive tasks that
recruit executive function, i.e., higher-level processes involved in goal-directed activities or
10

attention allocation (Royall et al., 2002), are more susceptible to DTW impairments, compared to
other cognitive domains, such as memory (Springer et al., 2006). Moreover, older adults may
exhibit markers of gait instability (Al-Yahya et al., 2011) when engaged in a cognitivelydemanding task, such as decreased stride velocity and increased stride-to-stride variability in
temporal characteristics of the gait cycle (Dubost et al., 2006; Hollman et al., 2007). Overall, it
seems as though engagement in an attentionally-demanding secondary task while walking will
cause older adults to exhibit either diminished postural stability (e.g., increased postural sway)
(Maylor & Wing, 1996) or a decline in executive function performance (Srygley, Mirelman,
Herman, Giladi, & Hausdorff, 2009).
If it is the case that gait requires a certain degree of cognitive control, individuals with
cognitive deficits should show even further impairments under dual-task load, and indeed this
was demonstrated in a group of patients with probable Alzheimer’s Disease who walked
significantly slower compared to healthy older adults, when engaged in a verbal fluency task
(Camicioli, Howieson, Lehman, & Kaye, 1997). These findings may also be viewed as consistent
with the central capacity sharing model (Tombu & Jolicoeur, 2003). In one age-related
behavioral study, walking behavior was assessed under varying levels of cognitive task
difficulty. An interesting pattern of results emerged in that young adults’ gait variability tended
to decline with increasing cognitive load, while for older adults it increased (Lovden et al.,
2008). Huxhold et al. (2006) has proposed that for young adults, engaging in minimallydemanding cognitive activities produces an externally-induced focus of attention that prompts
the motor system to ‘self-organize’ and results in more automatically-executed movements, thus
the reduced stride variability in young (Lovden et al., 2008). However, there seems to be a
turning point in which higher levels of cognitive task difficulty will impede motor control via
11

resource competition (Huxhold, Li, Schmiedek, & Lindenberger, 2006; Lindenberger, Marsiske,
& Baltes, 2000; M. Woollacott & Shumway-Cook, 2002). When does this occur? It most likely
depends upon the sensorimotor demands of the walking task and the cognitive resources of the
individual, but typically older adults will reach this level at an earlier point in time. In Lovden’s
2008 study, the older participants exhibited a slight decrease in stride variability with the onset of
cognitive load, but as task difficulty increased, stride variability increased accordingly (Lovden
et al., 2008). These findings may indicate that cognitive control resources necessary for gait
stability were quickly over-taxed for the older adults and as a result walking behavior became
progressively less stable.
Variability in the temporal pattern of gait, e.g., stride time, seems to be most indicative of
a reduction in the automaticity of walking behavior (Hausdorff, Yogev, Springer, Simon, &
Giladi, 2005) and has specifically been cited as a parameter that may reliably predict cognitive
decline (Beauchet, Allali, Launay, Herrmann, & Annweiler, 2013; Herman, Giladi, Gurevich, &
Hausdorff, 2005), dementia (Verghese, Lipton, et al., 2002) and increased fall-risk in healthy
older adults (Springer et al., 2006; Verghese et al., 2007). In non-demented older adults, declines
in executive function are correlated with decreased walking speed (Ble et al., 2005) and
increased gait variability (Springer et al., 2006). Stride variability has also been identified as a
dual-task cost in individuals with mild cognitive impairments (MCI) (Montero-Odasso et al.,
2014) and Parkinson’s Disease (Frenkel-Toledo et al., 2005), though it should be noted that a
complete lack of stride time variability may signify a lack of flexibility in motor control
(Beauchet, Allali, et al., 2009; Dingwell, John, & Cusumano, 2010). Providing additional
evidence that cognition and mobility are linked, cognitive decline is associated with diminished
complex and fine motor control, even before gross motor deficits (such as foot tapping speed)
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become apparent (Kluger et al., 1997). Early disturbances in cognitive processes such as
attention, executive function, and working memory are associated with slower gait and gait
instability during dual-task paradigms (Montero-Odasso, Verghese, Beauchet, & Hausdorff,
2012). Indeed, there appears to be an inverse relationship between cognitive function and fall
risk (Herman et al., 2010), with dual-task walking paradigms indicating that performance on an
attentionally demanding task is a strong predictor of falls (Beauchet, Allali, et al., 2009;
Beauchet, Annweiler, et al., 2009; Lundin-Olsson, Nyberg, & Gustafson, 1997; Verghese,
Buschke, et al., 2002). To summarize, only minimal effort may be required for young adults to
successfully engage in attention-demanding activities (such as talking or texting) while walking,
but with advancing age these multitasking situations pose an increased threat of impaired balance
during gait. Degradations in both sensorimotor (Tinetti & Kumar, 2010) and cognitive processes
(Montero-Odasso et al., 2012) have been established as major fall-risk factors for communityliving older adults, and dual-task walking paradigms may help to identify individuals at risk
(Verghese et al., 2014).
Finally, despite an abundance of behavioral studies that have demonstrated the link
between cognition and mobility with dual-task walking paradigms and biomechanical measures,
there remains a lack of information regarding the underlying neural mechanisms. In the
following section, I will report on two approaches that are currently being employed to provide
information on neural activity as participants are in motion: a hemodynamic method, functional
near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) and then more recently, electroencephalographic (EEG)
measures have begun to fill in these gaps in our knowledge.
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Neurophysiological mechanisms underlying dual-task costs
Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) uses near-infrared light that penetrates
cortical tissue to measure cerebral concentrations of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin
(A. Villringer, Planck, Hock, Schleinkofer, & Dirnagl, 1993; K. Villringer et al., 1997).
Measurement of the hemodynamic response to brain activation is based on the assumption that
neural activation and vascular responses are coupled (J. Leon-Carrion, 2012). Studies using
fNIRS have attempted to directly map cortical activation patterns during steady-state walking
(Kurz, Wilson, & Arpin, 2012; Miyai et al., 2001; Suzuki, Miyai, Ono, & Kubota, 2008; Suzuki
et al., 2004). Increases in cerebral blood flow activity, measured as changes in oxygenated
hemoglobin (oxyHb), have been reported bilaterally in the medial primary sensorimotor cortices,
the supplementary motor area (SMA) and the prefrontal (PFC) cortex (Miyai et al., 2001).
Greater increases in oxyHb were observed over prefrontal and premotor areas while individuals
adapted to walking at higher speeds, then eventually running, on a treadmill (Suzuki et al., 2004).
Additionally, in an interesting study involving walking forwards and backwards on a treadmill,
an increased oxyHb response was observed in the medial sensorimotor cortices (SMA, precentral gyrus, superior parietal lobule) while walking backwards, compared to forwards,
indicating increased activation with a more challenging task (Kurz et al., 2012). Also, the authors
used heel-strikes to record stride time variability and found that variability while walking
forwards was positively correlated with oxyHb activity over pre-central gyrus and SMA,
demonstrating that as walking demands increased, measures of oxyHb especially over prefrontal
and motor cortices, increased accordingly (Kurz et al., 2012).
Similar results have also been reported from fNIRS recordings during dual-task walking
paradigms involving an added cognitive task. While walking overground and performing a
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cognitive task (serial seven subtractions), Lu et al. (2015) found that young adults exhibited
enhanced and sustained activity over left PFC, in contrast to relatively minor initial PFC activity
increases while walking with no task or walking with an added motor task (carrying a bottle of
water on a tray). Additionally, increased activation in SMA and premotor cortices while walking
under both cognitive and increased motor load, were correlated with changes in gait (slowing,
reduced stride length) (Lu, Liu, Yang, Wu, & Wang, 2015). In a study with young and older
adults, Holtzer et al. (2011) recorded fNIRS over prefrontal cortical areas and observed increased
activity (i.e., increases of oxyHb), during DTW (walking overground while reciting alternate
letters of the alphabet). But interestingly, significantly greater increases in oxyHb were recorded
for young adult controls during DTW, compared to older adults (Holtzer et al., 2011). They
suggest that this may indicate that older adults ‘under-utilize’ the PFC during attentionallydemanding locomotion tasks. Reporting slightly different results, Beurskens (2014) recorded
fNIRS from young and old participants during treadmill walking, but employed two different
attention tasks: a simple visual box-checking task and a verbal-memory task (reciting alternate
letters of the alphabet, in line with Holtzer et al., above). They found similar results for older
adults but no increased prefrontal activations for young during DTW (Beurskens, Helmich, Rein,
& Bock, 2014). Older adults showed dual-task costs in both the cognitive domain (task
performance decreased) and with gait (shorter steps). Additionally, prefrontal activation
substantially decreased during dual-task walking with the visual task (Beurskens et al., 2014).
They attribute these findings to a shift of processing resources from the prefrontal cortex to other
brain regions when faced with the challenge of walking and concurrently performing a more
demanding visual task.
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In conclusion, studies employing fNIRS have provided an abundance of information
regarding the cortical networks involved in gait as well as DTW by measuring activation patterns
via regional cerebral blood flow. However, the drawback to fNIRS is that it is a slow metabolic
signal and cannot measure neural activity time-locked to specific cognitive events or on the
temporal level of individual strides. Therefore, I now move on to EEG, which in the context of
Mobile Brain/Body Imaging has become the method of choice from which to record brain
activity while individuals are in motion.

Mobile EEG to assess brain function during full-body movements
In contrast to hemodynamic measures, electroencephalography (EEG) and event-related
potentials (ERPs) provide a temporally precise (millisecond range), non-invasive measure of
information processing, permitting the individual classification of sensory-perceptual, cognitive
and motor events (Foxe & Simpson, 2002). By employing active electrodes (for faster
application and to avoid scalp abrasion) in sensor caps that are lightweight and flexible, and with
portable amplifiers (Gramann, Ferris, Gwin, & Makeig, 2014; Reis, Hebenstreit, Gabsteiger, von
Tscharner, & Lochmann, 2014), today’s EEG technology enables recordings to be obtained
rapidly and without inhibiting motor requirements. In combination with advanced signal
processing techniques, researchers are now able to directly measure the electrocortical dynamics
involved in whole body motion (Makeig, Gramann, Jung, Sejnowski, & Poizner, 2009). Recent
work from members of our team (De Sanctis, Butler, Green, Snyder, & Foxe, 2012; Nolan et al.,
2012) and others (Gramann, Gwin, Bigdely-Shamlo, Ferris, & Makeig, 2010; Gwin, Gramann,
Makeig, & Ferris, 2010) have demonstrated the feasibility of acquiring reliable electrocortical
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recordings in settings designed to mimic real-world environments. Perhaps the greatest
advantage of the so-called Mobile Brain/Body Imaging (MoBI) approach is the ability to directly
link neurophysiological activity to specific environmental stimuli in combination with motor
behaviors such as gait (Reis et al., 2014). Therefore, advancements in MoBI technology have
been paired with several new open-source applications to provide data-streaming from various
inputs on a millisecond timescale, permitting the measurement of environmental stimuli (e.g.,
sensory perturbations), cognitive load, and resulting postural and electrocortical responses all in
real time. For example, Lab Streaming Layer (Swartz Center for Computational Neuroscience,
UCSD) software (used here in Chapter 4) combines and time synchronizes multi-modal data
(stimulus presentation, EEG, 3D body motion tracking) across a local network, then saves into
one extensible data format (XDF) file (Delorme et al., 2011).
MoBI studies have contributed substantial insight into the role of sensorimotor cortical
areas in the facilitation of successful ambulation. Researchers have cited evidence of significant
EEG-EMG coupling prior to heel strikes as being indicative of motor cortex control, even during
steady-state walking (Artoni et al., 2017; T. H. Petersen, Willerslev-Olsen, Conway, & Nielsen,
2012). Electrocortical dynamics, particularly over sensorimotor regions have been shown to
exhibit intra-stride patterns of activation and deactivation (Cevallos et al., 2015; Gwin, Gramann,
Makeig, & Ferris, 2011; Presacco, Forrester, & Contreras-Vidal, 2012; Seeber, Scherer, Wagner,
Solis-Escalante, & Muller-Putz, 2014, 2015; Severens, Nienhuis, Desain, & Duysens, 2012;
Wagner, Solis-Escalante, Scherer, Neuper, & Muller-Putz, 2014). For example, Gwin et al.
(2011) observed modulations in mu/alpha and beta frequency bands over sensorimotor cortex
(Neuper & Pfurtscheller, 2001), and theorized that this activity is implicated in the maintenance
of gait stability, as a function of the guidance of prospective footsteps during the swing phase of
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gait, immediately prior to heel strikes (Gwin et al., 2011). Similar intrastride spectral changes
were observed from Severens et al. (2012), who propose the possible development of eventrelated desynchronization (ERD) while walking as a potential biomarker of gait control, used to
assess progress in rehabilitation (Severens et al., 2012). Furthermore, Kline et al. (2016)
proposed a cortical network driving rhythmic limb movements originating from right premotor
and SMA, characterized by theta and alpha desynchronizations during extension of contralateral
limbs (Kline, Huang, Snyder, & Ferris, 2016).

Dealing with artifacts from mobile EEG
The downsides of EEG recordings are the poor spatial resolution and being prone to
artifacts. Even during experiments in which subjects are instructed to minimize their behavior to
a simple button press, some artifacts and noise will be present in the raw signal, including
electromyographic (EMG) activity, eye movements, sweat bridges, cardiac activity and electrical
noise (Reis et al., 2014). These may become even more of a problem when gait-specific artifacts
are introduced during treadmill walking, e.g., the force of footfalls (Castermans, Duvinage,
Cheron, & Dutoit, 2014) or the swaying of EEG cables, though see (Nathan & Contreras-Vidal,
2015). There are several tactics that may be taken during recordings in order to minimize these
artifacts, such as using shielded electrode cables, securing cables to an overhead platform, and
giving participants frequent resting breaks. But some artifacts, particularly eye movements and
EMG from neck muscles (Goncharova, McFarland, Vaughan, & Wolpaw, 2003) will need to be
dealt with in post-processing stages. For several recent reviews that have proposed, explored and
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tested different statistical techniques, see (Reis et al., 2014; Snyder, Kline, Huang, & Ferris,
2015).
One common approach (employed here in Chapters 2 and 4) in dealing with MoBI
artifacts is independent components analysis (ICA). The goal of ICA as applied to MoBI data is
to identify and separate recorded scalp EEG into brain-related vs. artefactual activity, in an
attempt to ensure that only cortically-generated sources remain for further analyses. ICA
decomposes channel-derived data into spatially fixed (arising from functionally distinct cortical
areas) and temporally independent components (ICs) (Makeig, Bell, Jung, & Sejnowski, 1996).
Artefactual ICs may then be identified and subtracted from the remaining data, based on their
tendency to display stereotyped patterns in scalp topography and spectral properties, such as
blinks, EMG and electrocardiography responses. ICA has already been shown to be effective in
the detection of artefactual components during stationary recordings (Jung et al., 2000) and
recent studies have demonstrated its effectiveness in mobile designs (Gramann et al., 2010; Gwin
et al., 2010; Reis et al., 2014; Wagner et al., 2012). For example, after an IC-based artifact
rejection procedure, a peak in the mu band (8-12Hz) was revealed, a finding that was not
apparent before the cleaning process (Wagner et al., 2012). Furthermore, ICA may be employed
in combination with source analysis methods to estimate the cortical origins of observed activity.
Even though EEG does not possess excellent spatial localization, especially compared to MRI,
inverse source modeling techniques have been shown to get within ~1cm precision (Mullen,
Acar, Worrell, & Makeig, 2011). A commonly-used technique, included with the EEGLAB
toolbox (Delorme & Makeig, 2004), is to calculate a best fit equivalent current dipole for each
cortical IC, using a boundary element model (Oostenveld & Oostendorp, 2002), and then cluster
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ICs across subjects for group-level analyses (Gwin et al., 2011; Snyder et al., 2015; Wagner et
al., 2012).

Electrophysiological correlates of walking under dual-task load
Only a handful of MoBI studies have so far experimentally manipulated load while
walking. In two reports, Wagner et al. (Wagner, Makeig, Gola, Neuper, & Muller-Putz, 2016;
Wagner et al., 2014) focused on motor-related cortical activity as a result of gait adaptation to
variations in sensory processing. For example in their earlier study, when participants controlled
their position in a virtual environment, using movement-related feedback in a robotic-assisted
walking device, premotor and parietal area clusters of ICs showed increased cortical activation
(i.e., decreased spectral power in alpha and beta bands) compared to walking with other visual
feedback (mirror and unrelated movement). They attribute these findings to a premotor-parietal
network underlying motor planning and motor intention (Wagner et al., 2014). In a later study
this group found evidence of two oscillatory networks that are involved in a gait synchronization
task, as participants attempted to adjust their pace and timing of footsteps on the treadmill in
response to

auditory cues. They observed mu and beta decreases (event-related

desynchronization) over sensorimotor and parietal cortex (related to motor execution), while beta
band increases over frontal areas were attributed to top-down control of motor inhibition
(Wagner et al., 2016). Additionally, in an interesting experiment, Sipp et al. (2013) observed
enhanced power specifically in the theta band (4–7 Hz) for electrocortical sources located to
anterior cingulate, anterior parietal and superior dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, when participants
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experienced losing their balance while walking on a balance beam (Sipp, Gwin, Makeig, &
Ferris, 2013).
In the ERP domain, only a few studies have focused on the evaluation of cognitive eventrelated activity while walking. In an effort to access the feasibility of recording ERPs during
treadmill walking and the effectiveness of removing gait-related artifacts, a simple visual target
detection task produced ERPs that were nearly identical between treadmill walking and standing
(Gwin et al., 2010), and after artifact removal, showed no effect of walking speed on the
amplitude of either the earlier N1 or later P3 (Gramann et al., 2010). Our group built upon these
findings in a previous study employing a more challenging Go/No-Go response inhibition task
for young adults who sat or walked at two different speeds on the treadmill (De Sanctis, Butler,
Malcolm, & Foxe, 2014). In this experiment we also recorded temporal parameters of the gait
cycle in order to assess the effects of increased task load on both motor behavior as well as
neural indices of cognitive control (N2 and P3 ERPs).
Our participants did not exhibit any behavioral costs in the cognitive domain, suggesting
that they were able to perform the Go/No-Go task equally well regardless of increased motor
demands. However, we observed modulations in the gait cycle and the componentry of both N2
and P3 ERPs while walking (at either speed) compared to sitting. We interpreted these findings
as indicative that young adult participants employed different strategies during DTW in
comparison to single-task activities. We theorized that these adaptations occurred in an effort to
reduce inter-task resource competition. For example, average stride time increased while
participants performed the cognitive task compared to single-task walking-only blocks, but there
were no effects of dual-task load on stride time variability. We therefore posited that this
increase in stride time during DTW might reflect a beneficial strategy in order to reduce the
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number of strides taken, thus reducing the number of instances in which the motor task may
potentially interfere with ongoing cognitive demands. With regards to the ERP findings, N2 and
P3 components were found to be maximal at central midline sites, consistent with previous
literature (Bokura, Yamaguchi, & Kobayashi, 2001). Most strikingly, we observed a robust
reduction in N2 amplitude for both walking conditions, compared to sitting. This DTW effect
was paired with a latency reduction in the onset of the later P3 component, as well as a more
frontal distribution while walking. Altogether, these findings indicate a significant change in
processing strategy adopted by young adults performing the response inhibition task, from
relatively automatic inhibitory processes while sitting, to the engagement of a more effortful and
cognitively demanding approach when performing the task while walking (De Sanctis et al.,
2014). In the following chapters I will build upon these findings by evaluating the long-term
reliability of these cognitive ERPs recorded during treadmill walking (Chapter 2) and then will
apply this design to assess DTW in older adults (Chapter 3).
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Aims and Hypotheses
Overall, the aim of this dissertation is to gain a deeper understanding of cortical function
during dual-task walking. We have employed various techniques to assess electrophysiological
processing including ERPs, ICA, spectral and time-frequency analysis. These tools were
combined with investigations of spatiotemporal parameters of the gait cycle, in order to further
advance and evaluate the MoBI approach. We are optimistic that these methods may, in the very
near future, be applied to different populations, such as individuals faced with impairments in
either cognitive or mobility domains. The following chapters contain three separate experiments
that can be read as independent studies. Chapters 2 and 3 have been peer-reviewed and
published, and Chapter 4 will be submitted for publication shortly.

Chapter 2: Establishing the reliability of event-related potentials (ERPs) recorded during a
MoBI paradigm. As the MoBI approach is still relatively new, our aim was to characterize the
long-term stability of two well-established neurophysiological correlates of cognitive control, the
N2 (representing early, automatic processes) and the P3 (signifying later inhibitory control)
components, recorded during gait. To do so we acquired high-density ERPs from neurotypical
young participants on two occasions, approximately two years apart. Participants performed a
cognitively demanding response inhibition (Go/No-Go) task while treadmill walking, with a
sitting condition for comparison. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was employed as a
measure of agreement over time in assessing amplitude and latency characteristics of these two
components.
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Chapter 3: Assessing age-specific differences in resource allocation during dual-task walking.
Older adults tend to show increased costs in either cognitive or motor domains, or both, while
engaged in an attentionally-demanding task while walking. Therefore, we aimed to characterize
the precise effect of this load on gait and neurophysiological processing. We predicted that older
adults would demonstrate an increased susceptibility to cognitive-motor interference, apparent in
impaired task performance as well as the adoption of a less stable pattern of gait under dual-task
load. We further predicted that this increased load would reveal a differential pattern of N2/P3
modulation for older adults, compared to young.
Chapter 4: Investigating neuro-oscillatory activity and gait under environmentally challenging
conditions. Here, our aim was to assess whether the manipulation of sensory information (i.e.,
visual scene motion) could be employed as a tool to evaluate neural control of gait in
dynamically destabilizing environments. We evaluated the effects of optic flow (with and
without mediolateral perturbations) and cognitive task load on gait performance and cortical
sensorimotor mechanisms previously implicated in upholding postural stability. We
hypothesized that increased load would lead to a more conservative manner of walking, and
would also be reflected by spectral power modulations of specific frequency bands, such as mu
and beta, associated with motor tasks.
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CHAPTER 2

LONG-TERM TEST-RETEST RELIABILITY OF EVENT-RELATED POTENTIAL
(ERP) RECORDINGS DURING TREADMILL WALKING

Reprinted from: Malcolm B.R., Foxe J.J., Butler J.S., Mowrey W.B., Molholm S., De Sanctis P.
(2017). Long-term test-retest reliability of event-related potential (ERP) recordings during
treadmill walking using the mobile brain/body imaging (MoBI) approach. Brain Research.
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ABSTRACT

Advancements in acquisition technology and signal-processing techniques have spurred
numerous recent investigations on the electro-cortical signals generated during whole-body
motion. This approach, termed Mobile Brain/Body Imaging (MoBI), has the potential to
elucidate the neural correlates of perceptual and cognitive processes during real-life activities,
such as locomotion. However, as of yet, no one has assessed the long-term stability of eventrelated potentials (ERPs) recorded under these conditions. Therefore, the objective of the current
study was to evaluate the test-retest reliability of cognitive ERPs recorded while walking. Highdensity EEG was acquired from 12 young adults on two occasions, separated by an average of
2.3 years, as they performed a Go/No-Go response inhibition paradigm. During each testing
session, participants performed the task while walking on a treadmill and seated. Using the
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) as a measure of agreement, we focused on two wellestablished neurophysiological correlates of cognitive control, the N2 and P3 ERPs. Following
ICA-based artifact rejection, the earlier N2 yielded good to excellent levels of reliability for both
amplitude and latency, while measurements for the later P3 component were generally less
robust but still indicative of adequate to good levels of stability. Interestingly, the N2 was more
consistent between walking sessions, compared to sitting, for both hits and correct rejection
trials. In contrast, the P3 waveform tended to have a higher degree of consistency during sitting
conditions. Overall, these results suggest that the electro-cortical signals obtained during active
walking are representative of stable indices of neurophysiological function.
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2.1.

INTRODUCTION

Event-related potentials (ERPs) are an important tool in neuroscience research, providing
temporally-precise electrophysiological correlates of information processing stages relating to
perception, cognition and action (Foxe & Simpson, 2002; Kok, 1997). In order to support the use
of ERPs as established indices of neurophysiological function, it is important to determine the
degree to which ERP measurement procedures yield consistent results across time. Evidence of
intra-individual stability, i.e. reliability, is necessary to establish the validity of results and will
add greater weight to conclusions drawn from these studies. The potential use of ERPs as
neurobiological markers also depends upon their stability over time (Duncan et al., 2009;
Huffmeijer, Bakermans-Kranenburg, Alink, & van Ijzendoorn, 2014).
For most cognitive neuroscience studies employing electroencephalographic (EEG)
recordings, participants engage in what could be considered a minimal behavior approach. This
involves being seated in an environment designed to minimize all external stimuli, typically
under instructions to limit task responses to simple button presses or saccadic eye-movements.
This approach facilitates focus on task-relevant stimulation and minimizes contamination of
brain electrophysiological recordings related to motor movements. Numerous studies have
evaluated the test-retest reliability of ERP amplitude and latency measures elicited from a variety
of paradigms recorded under these typical conditions. Results vary but have typically ranged
from moderate to high consistency for both earlier sensory-perceptual components and lateroccurring cognitive ones (Brunner et al., 2013; Cassidy, Robertson, & O'Connell, 2012;
Fallgatter, Bartsch, & Herrmann, 2002; Fallgatter et al., 2001). For example, Cassidy et al.
(2012) administered four common ERP paradigms to the same group of participants one month
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apart. Components analyzed included early visual-evoked components (P1, N1), the faceprocessing associated N170, attentional resource allocation (P3a, P3b), error processing (errorrelated negativity, error positivity) and memory encoding (P400). Test-retest reliability was
assessed with the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), a measure of consistency, or stability
over time (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). They found a high level of agreement for all component
amplitudes but only latency measures for earlier occurring components (e.g., N170, P1, N1)
(Cassidy et al., 2012).
Additionally, a few previous investigations have assessed ERP test-retest reliability over
longer time periods, also with varied results. In one study, electrophysiological measures of
cognitive response control during a Continuous Performance Test were recorded an average of
2.7 years apart, yet still an excellent degree of consistency was shown for topographic measures,
amplitude and to a lesser extent, latencies, of global field power (Fallgatter, Aranda, Bartsch, &
Herrmann, 2002). Another evaluation of long-term (~2 years) test-retest reliability of the errorrelated negativity (ERN), thought to measure executive control functioning, revealed moderately
stable ICCs for amplitude but a lack of reliability over time for latency measures (Weinberg &
Hajcak, 2011). Finally, in a paradigm similar to the one reported here, an analysis of the P3 NoGo waveform produced during a visual Go/No-Go task, the authors found good (ICC > .75) testretest reliability for amplitude and excellent (ICC > .90) agreement in latency measures over 618 months (Brunner et al., 2013).
While ERP studies conducted with the minimal behavior approach have provided
invaluable information on cognitive processing, more recently there has been a significant push
to develop and refine electro-cortical measurements while participants engage in real-world
behaviors (De Vos & Debener, 2014; Debener, Emkes, De Vos, & Bleichner, 2015; Gramann,
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Gwin, Bigdely-Shamlo, Ferris, & Makeig, 2010; Gwin, Gramann, Makeig, & Ferris, 2010;
Wagner, Makeig, Gola, Neuper, & Muller-Putz, 2016; Wagner et al., 2012). This approach,
termed Mobile Brain/Body Imaging (MoBI), involves the continuous monitoring of cortical
activity with lightweight EEG recording systems synchronized with measures of participants’
sensory experiences and body motion tracking (Gramann, Jung, Ferris, Lin, & Makeig, 2014;
Makeig, Gramann, Jung, Sejnowski, & Poizner, 2009). In this way, the brain dynamics
underlying many natural behaviors, such as walking and performing a cognitive task, can be
assessed in concert with the behaviors themselves. Studies from other groups (Gramann et al.,
2010) as well as our own (De Sanctis, Butler, Green, Snyder, & Foxe, 2012) have demonstrated
the feasibility of obtaining electrophysiological measures with MoBI. We have previously
assessed cognitive and gait performance at varying levels of walking speed (De Sanctis, Butler,
Malcolm, & Foxe, 2014) and characterized differences in behavior, gait and ERPs during dualtask walking that are associated with aging (Malcolm, Foxe, Butler, & De Sanctis, 2015).
Although portable, light-weight EEG-based MoBI systems represent a new frontier for
neural investigations of human gross motor behavior, the reliability of such recordings has not
been comprehensively assessed over an extended time frame. One study applied advanced signal
processing, independent component analysis, to remove gait-related artifacts and assess the
signal quality of ERP recordings (Gramann et al., 2010). They found that the N1 and P3 ERPs
for a visual oddball task did not differ between standing, slow walking and fast walking
conditions. Component amplitudes were comparable in all three movement conditions as
evidenced by significant ICCs of .603 for N1 and .628 for P3, indicating that speed did not affect
the amplitude of early or late visual ERPs (Gramann et al., 2010). More recently, in an effort to
compare the suitability and functionality of wireless wet and dry mobile EEG systems, Oliveira
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et al. (2016) calculated the reliability of pre-stimulus noise, signal-to-noise ratio and P300
amplitude variance for sitting and walking conditions across a time interval of 7-20 days
(Oliveira, Schlink, Hairston, Konig, & Ferris, 2016), reporting moderate to good reliability for
these variables.
Here, our goal was to evaluate the long-term test-retest reliability of ERPs recorded
during ambulation. Participants walked on a treadmill, maintaining a speed of 5.1 km/hr, over
two testing sessions, separated by an average of 2.3 years. We chose to focus our analysis on a
well-established neurophysiological correlate of cognitive control, the N2/P3 ERP complex
evoked during the Go/No-Go paradigm. Both components are enhanced for No-Go trials,
representing different processing stages of successful response inhibition (Bokura, Yamaguchi,
& Kobayashi, 2001; Eimer, 1993; Falkenstein, Hoormann, & Hohnsbein, 1999). To evaluate the
relative consistency of walking ERPs in comparison to those obtained during a traditional seated
experiment, we also computed test-retest reliability measures (ICC) for sitting ERPs recorded
during the same sessions.
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2.2.

METHODS

Participants
Twelve healthy adults (four females, eight males) took part in the experiment across two
separate sessions. The average time between the two recordings was 2.3 years (range: 1.1 to 2.9
years). All individuals reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were free from any
neurological or psychiatric disorders. Participants were recruited from the lab’s existing subject
pool and from flyers posted at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine. The mean age of the
participants at the first recording was 24.2 years (SD = 3.0) while mean age at the second
recording was 26.5 years (SD = 3.4). The Institutional Review Board of the Albert Einstein
College of Medicine approved the experimental procedures and all participants provided their
written informed consent. All procedures were compliant with the principles laid out in the
Declaration of Helsinki for the responsible conduct of research.

Procedure
Participants performed a visual Go/No-Go response inhibition task while either seated or
walking on a treadmill. Visual stimuli consisted of 168 affectively positive or neutral images
from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2008).
Images were projected centrally (InFocus XS1 DLP, 1024 x 768 pixel) onto a black wall
approximately 1.5m in front of the participant. Stimulus duration was 600ms with a random
stimulus-onset-asynchrony (SOA) ranging from 800 to 1000ms. Participants were instructed to
quickly and accurately click a wireless computer mouse button in response to the presentation of
each image (Go trials), while withholding button presses to the second instance of any picture
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repeated twice in a row (No-Go trials). Probability of Go and No-Go trials was 0.85 and 0.15,
respectively. Stimulus display was programmed with Presentation software version 14.4
(Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA). On average, images subtended 28° horizontally
by 28° vertically.
The task was presented in blocks, each lasting approximately 4 minutes. During walking
blocks all participants performed the experiment while walking at 5.1 km/hr, approximating the
average gait speed of young adults (Silva, da Cunha, & da Silva, 2014). During the first
recording session subjects participated in a variable number of walking blocks ranging from four
to ten (mean = 5.75 blocks) and three sitting blocks. In the second session all participants
performed five walking blocks and three sitting blocks. All blocks were conducted in a pseudorandom order and a practice block was performed before undertaking the main experiment. No
specific task prioritization instructions (i.e., walking versus cognitive task) were given.
In addition to maintaining a constant walking speed, temporal parameters of the gait
cycle were assessed to confirm that consistent gait patterns were upheld across sessions.
Participants were equipped with three foot force sensors (Tekscan FlexiForce A201 transducers)
on the sole of each foot to measure stride time and stride time variability (De Sanctis et al., 2014;
Malcolm et al., 2015). No differences between testing sessions were observed for either mean
stride time (Session 1: 1066ms, Session 2: 1063ms, p = .74) or stride time variability (Session 1:
45ms, Session 2: 57ms, p = .46).

Electrophysiological Recording and analysis
Continuous EEG was recorded with a 72-channel BioSemi ActiveTwo system array
(digitized at 512 Hz; 0.05 to 100 Hz pass-band). Pre-processing and analysis was performed
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using custom MATLAB scripts (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig,
2004). Individual participant data was subjected to an independent component analysis (ICA)based artifact identification and removal procedure (Gramann et al., 2010; Jung et al., 2000).
ICA is a technique that attempts to separate the multiple generators contributing to task-evoked
ERPs, including neural as well as artifactual activity (Makeig, Bell, Jung, & Sejnowski, 1996).
Previous literature has demonstrated the feasibility of employing an ICA approach to detect and
remove artifacts while preserving data that would otherwise be entirely rejected (Delorme,
Sejnowski, & Makeig, 2007; Jung et al., 2000). In MoBI paradigms especially, ICA is beneficial
to detect activity arising from blinks, neck muscles, cable sway, and the force of footfalls on the
treadmill, which may otherwise obscure task-related neural signals.
EEG data was first high-pass filtered at 1.5 Hz using a zero phase FIR filter (order 5632)
(Winkler, Debener, Muller, & Tangermann, 2015). Then all blocks from each condition type
(sitting or walking) were appended into one dataset (separately for each of the two recording
sessions). Noisy channels were identified and removed by visual inspection and by automatic
detection of channels with signals more than five times the standard deviation of the mean across
all channels. The remaining channels were re-referenced to a common average reference. EEG
was then epoched into 1000ms intervals time-locked to image presentation, with 200ms before
stimulus onset and 800ms following. Epochs were subjected to a manual visual inspection
resulting in the rejection of any epoch that contained large or non-stereotypical artifacts. The
aforementioned extended ICA decomposition was performed on the remaining epochs of interest
using default training mode parameters (Makeig et al., 1996). Next, independent components
(ICs) that appeared to exclusively represent non-brain or artifactual activity including blinks, line
noise, walking artifacts, mechanical noise associated with cable sway and (especially neck)
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muscles were manually identified and rejected. Note that artifact rejection via ICs was performed
for each condition (sitting, walking) and session (Run 1, Run 2) independently. Typically, these
artifactual components were noticeably distinct from brain-derived activity based on their
activation time course, scalp topography, spectra and single trial ERP epochs (Castermans,
Duvinage, Cheron, & Dutoit, 2014; Kline, Huang, Snyder, & Ferris, 2015; Onton & Makeig,
2006). After artifact-free EEG signals were back projected and summed onto the scalp electrodes
(Jung et al., 2000), data was again visually inspected and any epochs with remaining artifacts
were rejected. This resulted in the rejection of very few epochs, indicating that the IC rejection
process was quite effective. Lastly, previously discarded data channels were replaced using
spherical interpolation, and a zero phase low-pass butterworth filter of 45 Hz (24 dB/octave) was
applied.

Event-related potential analysis
Following preprocessing, 1000ms ERPs with a 50ms pre-stimulus baseline were
computed for the two conditions of interest: Hits (Go trials followed by a correct response) and
Correct Rejections (No-Go trials in which a response was correctly withheld) separately for the
sitting and walking blocks. The time windows and electrode sites considered for N2 and P3
components were chosen a-priori based on previous literature (Bokura et al., 2001; Donkers &
van Boxtel, 2004; Eimer, 1993; Falkenstein, Hoormann, & Hohnsbein, 2002; Nieuwenhuis,
Yeung, van den Wildenberg, & Ridderinkhof, 2003) and confirmed by visual inspection of grand
average waveforms. Thus, test-retest reliability of task-evoked N2/P3 focused on three regions
along the midline, each composed of the averaged signal of three individual electrodes:
frontocentral (FC1, FCz, FC2), central (C1, Cz, C2) and centroparietal (CP1, CPz, CP2). For
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each task condition and recording session, we used the grand average waveform’s peak
amplitude to encapsulate a 100ms time window for the N2 and a 150ms time window for the P3,
which were then used to compute mean amplitude and detect peak latency across the respective
time periods. These ERP features were then used to assess reliability across the two recording
sessions.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis on all behavioral and ERP data was performed with IBM SPSS 21.0.
Two-tailed paired-sample t-tests were computed to evaluate differences in behavioral
performance between the two recording sessions. Additionally, a Bayes factor analysis was
conducted to investigate evidence for the null hypothesis (that there is no difference between the
first and second session) or the alternative hypothesis (that there is a difference between the
sessions). The Bayes factor analysis is an alternative to a post-hoc power analysis but has the
benefit that it takes into account the sensitivity of the data to distinguish between the null and
alternative hypothesis (Butler, Molholm, Andrade, & Foxe, 2016; Z. Dienes, 2014; Zoltan
Dienes, 2016). The Jeffreys, Zellner and Siow (JZS) Bayes factor was computed using the
default effect size of 0.707 (Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009). A JZS Bayes
factor can be read such that a value greater than three favors the null hypothesis three times more
than the alternative hypothesis, while a value less than one third favors the alternative three times
more than the null, values between one third and three suggest that there is not enough evidence
to favor either.
Test-retest reliability of mean amplitude and peak latency of the N2 and P3 ERP
components was assessed with the ICC using a two-way mixed effect model with absolute
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agreement (Bartko, 1966; McGraw & Wong, 1996; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). ICC is the most
appropriate statistic to evaluate agreement in measurements over time, whereas a procedure such
as Pearson’s product moment correlation (r) provides only a measure of association (Bartko,
1991). ICCs were computed for single values of amplitude and latency and interpreted in terms
of consistency. The higher the ICC value, the more stable the signal is over time. ICC values
below .50 are generally considered a poor level of reliability, moderate reliability ranges from
.50 to .75, good from .75 to .90 and excellent when higher than .90 (Portney & Watkins, 2009).
In addition, in response to a reviewer’s suggestion we also performed a time-frequency
analysis of single trial data over a central electrode site (Cz), in order to examine changes in
power (event-related spectral perturbations, ERSPs) and inter-trial coherence (ITC) across
sessions. ITC represents the consistency of the phase of the evoked response and functions as a
measure of inter-trial reliability (Butler et al., 2016; Delorme & Makeig, 2004). These data are
reported as Supplemental Materials and also lend support to the stability of the evoked response
signal over an extended time frame.
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2.3.

RESULTS

Behavioral Results
Participants were asked to perform a speeded, visual Go/No-Go task, responding quickly
and accurately to every stimulus presentation by clicking a computer mouse button, while
withholding responses to the second instance of any stimulus repeated twice in a row. The
probability of Go and No-Go trials was 0.85 and 0.15, respectively. A trial was defined as a Hit
if a response was recorded during the time interval 150 – 800ms following a Go stimulus. A trial
was defined as a Correct Rejection (CR) if no response was registered during the entire time
period following a No-Go stimulus, and the previous trial had been classified as a Hit. Incorrect
trials including misses (Go trials in which participants failed to respond) and false alarms (NoGo trials which were followed by an incorrect response) were excluded from the analysis.
Behavioral results across testing sessions for both sitting and walking conditions are summarized
in Table 2.1. Means, standard deviations and the results of paired comparisons between sessions
are shown for the number of artifact-free trials and behavioral performance for Hits and CRs.
There were no significant differences between the two recordings for any of the behavioral
parameters. Whereas non-significant p values do not provide evidence in favor the null
hypothesis, Table 2.1 also includes JZS Bayes factors for each comparison indicating if there is
substantial evidence in support of the null hypothesis, the alternative hypothesis or neither (Z.
Dienes, 2014). Three comparisons across testing sessions resulted in JZS values > 3: trial
numbers for Hits in the sitting condition, and reaction times for both sitting and walking,
signifying that for these comparisons the null hypothesis (i.e., no difference in task performance)
is three times more likely than the alternative hypothesis, i.e., change in performance across
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sessions (Rouder et al., 2009). All other comparisons revealed JZS Bayes factors ranging from
approximately 1.1 up to 3.0, indicating a lack of evidence in support of either hypothesis.

Event-Related Potential Results
Figure 2.1 shows the mean and standard error of the mean for Hits and CR waveforms
averaged across all 12 participants for both testing sessions. ERPs are displayed over three scalp
regions: frontocentral, central and centroparietal. For comparison, ERPs recorded during
treadmill walking are displayed adjacent to those recorded during sitting conditions. Not only do
the ERPs exhibit a remarkably similar pattern between walking and sitting conditions, but the
electrophysiological responses during both execution (Hits) and inhibition (CRs) of the cognitive
task reveal, for the most part, a high degree of stability over an extended time frame. As an
example of the relative degree of between-subject variability (amongst the 12 participants)
compared to within-subject variability (between the two testing sessions), single-subject
waveforms are shown in Figure 2.2 for one walking condition, CRs averaged over central
electrode sites.

N2 Component
Between-session Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICC) for mean amplitude and peak
latency measures are presented in Table 2.2. Interestingly, the N2 tended to exhibit a higher
degree of test-retest reliability during walking conditions compared to sitting, for both Hits and
CRs. This was especially true for measures of mean amplitude on Hit trials while walking,
demonstrating a strong level of agreement between sessions with all ICCs > .74 (ps < .005), and
to a slightly lesser extent CR amplitudes, showing an adequate level of consistency over central
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(ICC = .73, p < .05) and centroparietal scalp (ICC = .69, p < .01). Compared to amplitude
measures, ICCs for peak latency revealed less discrepancy between sitting and walking
conditions, however walking conditions still showed higher levels of reliability overall. For
example, latency for Hits produced excellent measures of consistency between walking sessions
(ICC = .93, p < .001) but there was less agreement, though still a good level of reliability for
sitting (ICC = .81, p < .001). Averaging across scalp sites, CRs also showed a greater level of
reliability in peak latency between the two walking sessions (average ICC = .66, all ps < .01)
compared to the slightly less robust level of reliability between sitting sessions (average ICC =
.62, all ps < .05). Overall, for both the N2 and P3 components, correlation coefficients for Hit
waveforms tended to be more stable compared to CRs.

P3 Component
ICCs for mean amplitude and peak latency of the P3 component are shown in Table 2.3.
Generally, test-retest reliability was weaker for the P3 ERP compared to that of the N2, with the
exception of a handful of measures assessed when participants performed the task while sitting,
notably CR amplitude over frontocentral areas showed a good level of stability with ICC = .79, p
< .005. The P3 also exhibited a different pattern of results in that, compared to the N2, only a
few measurements revealed a higher degree of reliability for walking conditions compared to
sitting, including Hit amplitude over centroparietal scalp (sitting ICC = .17, p > .05; walking ICC
= .60, p < .01) and CR latency over frontocentral areas (sitting ICC = .22, p > .05; walking ICC =
.56, p < .05). In fact, most P3 ICCs were stronger for sitting conditions, with the greatest
discrepancy between sitting and walking being CR amplitude at all scalp sites (all sitting ICCs
>.63 (all ps < .005) and all walking ICCs in the poor range < .46), and CR latency at
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centroparietal sites (sitting ICC = .51, p < .05; walking ICC = .15, p > .05). The weakest
measures of consistency for the P3 component were Hit amplitude and CR latency, for both
sitting and walking conditions.
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2.4.

DISCUSSION

In recent years, innovative studies utilizing the Mobile Brain/Body Imaging (MoBI)
approach by recording electro-cortical responses in actively behaving participants have made
substantial contributions to further our understanding of brain-behavior interactions in real-life
circumstances (De Vos & Debener, 2014; Debener, Minow, Emkes, Gandras, & de Vos, 2012;
Gramann, Ferris, Gwin, & Makeig, 2014; Petersen, Willerslev-Olsen, Conway, & Nielsen, 2012;
Wagner et al., 2012; Wagner, Solis-Escalante, Scherer, Neuper, & Muller-Putz, 2014). Here, we
assessed the intra-individual stability of ERPs across two recording sessions, evaluating the testretest reliability of the N2/P3 componentry acquired via a novel MoBI approach while walking,
in addition to the traditional so-called minimal behavior approach during sitting.
Our results indicated a strong level of reliability for the earlier N2 component, with most
amplitude and latency measurements in the good to excellent range, as assessed by the Intraclass
Correlation Coefficient. ICC measures for the later P3 were generally less robust but overall
showed adequate to good levels of stability in both amplitude and latency. Remarkably, the N2
exhibited a much greater degree of consistency, in terms of both mean amplitude and peak
latency, across the two walking sessions compared to the sitting condition. This was true for both
Hits and CR trials. In contrast, the P3 waveform tended to have a higher degree of consistency
for sitting ERPs compared to those recorded while walking. The finding of a greater degree of
stability in the componentry of the earlier N2 ERP as compared to the later P3 has been reported
for other longer latency components as well (e.g., P3a/b, Pe, P400) (Cassidy et al., 2012). This
may be a result of earlier components, related to sensory and relatively automatic processing of
stimuli, consisting of a largely stereotyped response function, while later ‘cognitive’ components
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may be more susceptible to individual variation. Following this line of reasoning, it may also be
the case that the potential for increased individual variability in component structure at later
latencies is additionally enhanced during active walking. This may have been a factor in our
observation that the N2 was overall more reliable for walking and the P3 for sitting.
Many factors are thought to play a role in the test-retest reliability of ERPs, including
sample size, age and arousal level of participants (Brunner et al., 2013; Kinoshita, Inoue, Maeda,
Nakamura, & Morita, 1996) additionally, choices made during the analysis process with regards
to averaging over various numbers of trials and electrode sites, as well as of course, the time
interval between testing sessions (Huffmeijer et al., 2014). Longer time intervals may allow for
significant physiological modulations, even amongst healthy participants, therefore it could very
well be the case that for a reliability assessment conducted on a shorter time scale, ICC measures
may improve further. Our results indicate that Hit trials tended to produce higher ICC values for
both components assessed, compared to CR trials. This may have been due to the fact that Hit
waveforms were comprised of many more trials (see Table 2.1). While a fewer number of trials
may suffice for earlier components to reach an adequate level of reliability, it has been
recommended that at least 50-60 trials be included for the evaluation of later, broadly distributed
components such as the P3 No-Go signal (Brunner et al., 2013; Huffmeijer et al., 2014). In the
current investigation, the number of CR trials accepted (following artifact rejection) fell into this
range for the sitting condition, while the number of accepted trials for the walking-obtained CRs
well exceeded these recommendations.
There are mixed results from the ERP reliability literature as to whether ERP amplitude
or latency measures tend to be more consistent across time. This issue may obviously be
impacted by the precise method used to calculate these measures, for example Cassidy et al.
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found that absolute peak amplitude was more reliable than mean amplitude for shorter latency
components (Cassidy et al., 2012). Our results show generally more stable measures of peak
latency across time compared to component mean amplitude (an exception being the more
consistent P3 amplitude measures recorded for CRs in the sitting condition), most prominently
for the P3 on Hit trials, but also to a lesser extent, the N2. Similar results have been reported
elsewhere for the P3 (Brunner et al., 2013) and have attributed this outcome to latency measures
tending to be less susceptible to individual variations in physiological activity (Brunner et al.,
2013). However, others have reported weaker and more variable ICCs for P3 peak latency
compared to mean amplitude, using a modified flanker task (Huffmeijer et al., 2014), an auditory
oddball paradigm assessed over eight sessions (Kinoshita et al., 1996) and one study comparable
to ours in terms of time between assessments (~2 years) in which ICC values for amplitude
(either peak or area) ranged from .56 to .67 (moderately stable neural measures) but peak latency
measures were much weaker and would not be considered reliable (.29) (Weinberg & Hajcak,
2011).
Our findings have important implications as there is significant clinical interest in
obtaining clean electrophysiological recordings during walking, and our data speaks to the
quality of procedures to correct for mechanical and movement artifacts, an issue that remains a
matter of vigorous debate (Gwin et al., 2010; Kline et al., 2015; Nathan & Contreras-Vidal,
2015). Alternatively, it might be argued that gait-related artifacts did not affect the ERP
components of interest. In other words, averaging across Go/No-Go trials time-locked to the
stimulus onset might have eliminated mechanical or movement artifacts as they are randomly
distributed in relation to the event of interest. In previous studies we have characterized
modulations in gait pattern and electro-cortical responses (N2/P3) specific to dual-task walking
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demands in young adults (De Sanctis et al., 2014), while in older adults increased load (i.e.,
walking while performing the cognitive task) resulted in behavioral performance costs but
minimal changes to gait and to the neural correlates of inhibitory processing (Malcolm et al.,
2015). These findings were interpreted as an age-related decline in the ability to flexibly allocate
attentional resources across multiple domains. Furthermore, other investigations have reported
kinematic EEG signals coinciding with specific gait phases (Gwin, Gramann, Makeig, & Ferris,
2011; Presacco, Forrester, & Contreras-Vidal, 2012; Seeber, Scherer, Wagner, Solis-Escalante,
& Muller-Putz, 2014; Wagner et al., 2016; Wagner et al., 2012) as well as preceding imminent
loss of balance control (Sipp, Gwin, Makeig, & Ferris, 2013). Studies are underway to determine
the neural underpinnings of gait adaptation in an effort to probe motor deficits related to stroke,
multiple sclerosis and Parkinson’s disease. Another crucial line of research for mobile EEG is
the deployment of brain-computer interfaces (BCI) in rehabilitation therapies (Kranczioch, Zich,
Schierholz, & Sterr, 2014). Demonstrating a sufficient level of consistency in the ERP measures
obtained between testing sessions will add more weight to prior outcomes and advance the basic
and translational utility of the MoBI technique.
In conclusion, this study characterized the test-retest reliability of two common ERP
measures, the N2 and the P3, recorded during active walking conditions and for comparison,
while seated. Intraclass correlation coefficients showed an adequate to excellent level of
reproducibility over an average two-year period, indicating the potential for MoBI studies to
access stable indices of noninvasive brain markers over time.
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Table 2.1: Means (standard deviations), paired t-test and JZS Bayes factor comparisons for the
number of accepted trials, accuracy performance (percent correct) and reaction times between
the two recording sessions.

Session 1

Session 2

Hits Sitting
Hits Walking
CRs Sitting
CRs Walking

449 (9)
788 (248)*
43 (12)
76 (29)*

450 (12)
697 (44)
49 (9)
80 (17)

p = .85
p = .21
p = .13
p = .55

JZS BF = 3.425
JZS BF = 1.682
JZS BF = 1.244
JZS BF = 2.965

% Correct
Hits Sitting
Hits Walking
CRs Sitting
CRs Walking

96.9 (10)
98.6 (3.8)
56.7 (13.2)
59.6 (12.8)

99.9 (.17)
99.8 (.17)
66.0 (11.3)
67.4 (11.1)

p = .32
p = .29
p = .07
p = .08

JZS BF = 2.217
JZS BF = 2.089
JZS BF = 1.259
JZS BF = 1.123

Reaction Time (ms)
Hits Sitting
Hits Walking

361 (48)
383 (51)

359 (31)
378 (30)

p = .93
p = .63

JZS BF = 3.467
JZS BF = 3.123

Number of Trials

Session 1 vs. Session 2

Note: CRs = correct rejections
*

The large variability in the number of walking trials during the first session can be attributed to

the variable number of blocks performed by different individuals.
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Figure 2.1: Grand mean ERPs for Hit and Correct Rejection (CRs) trials during walking and
sitting conditions, for Session 1 (blue waveforms) and Session 2 (red waveforms). ERPs are
plotted over three scalp regions: frontocentral (top row), central (middle) and centroparietal
(bottom row). Stimulus onset occurs at 0ms. Shading represents standard error.
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Figure 2.2: Correct Rejection waveforms for all individual participants (n=12) recorded during
treadmill walking and averaged over central electrode sites C1, Cz and C2. Session 1 is shown in
blue and Session 2 in red. Shading represents standard error.
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Table 2.2: Between-session intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) for mean amplitude and
peak latency of the N2 component. ICC values are shown for Hit and Correct Rejection (CR)
trials, for either sitting or walking conditions, and over three scalp locations.

Frontocentral

Central

Centroparietal

Hits
Amplitude Sitting
Amplitude Walking

.64*
.84****

.60*
.81***

.14
.74***

Latency Sitting
Latency Walking

.64*
.78***

.78***
.64**

.81****
.93****

Correct Rejections
Amplitude Sitting
Amplitude Walking

.19
.28

.62**
.73***

.42
.69**

Latency Sitting
Latency Walking

.71***
.67**

.59*
.67***

.55*
.63**

Frontocentral: FC1,FCz,FC2; Central: C1,Cz,C2; Centroparietal: CP1,CPz,CP2
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005, **** p < .001
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Table 2.3: Between-session intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) for mean amplitude and
peak latency of the P3 component. ICC values are shown for Hit and Correct Rejection (CR)
trials, for either sitting or walking conditions, and over three scalp locations.

Frontocentral

Central

Centroparietal

Hits
Amplitude Sitting
Amplitude Walking

.42*
.32*

.46*
.46*

.17
.60**

Latency Sitting
Latency Walking

.79****
.53*

.60*
.67**

.85****
.80***

Correct Rejections
Amplitude Sitting
Amplitude Walking

.79***
.18

.76****
.37

.63***
.46*

Latency Sitting
Latency Walking

.22
.56*

.49*
.56*

.51*
.15

Frontocentral: FC1,FCz,FC2; Central: C1,Cz,C2; Centroparietal: CP1,CPz,CP2
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005, **** p < .001
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2.5.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Time-frequency analyses of single trial data
Power spectrum for frequencies between 4-40 Hz were calculated at a central electrode
site (Cz) over a sliding time window for each trial using a Morlet wavelet with linearly
increasing wavelet cycles from 1 cycle at 3 Hz to 3 cycles at 40 Hz (Delorme & Makeig, 2004).
From this, measures of event-related spectral perturbation (ERSPs) and inter-trial coherence
(ITC) were computed. ERSP is a measure of power (variability in amplitude across single trials)
computed relative to the prestimulus baseline of each trial. ITC represents phase consistency
across the evoked response, with values ranging from 0 (low reliability across trials) to 1 (perfect
reliability).
A nonparametric randomization procedure (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007) was employed to
statistically compare ERSP and ITC across sessions. For each session, the average ITC (or
ERSP) was computed. The observed differences between the session averages at each time point
and frequency were compared to a reference distribution. The reference distribution was
calculated by iteratively randomizing participants between the two datasets and calculating new
session averages, which were then subtracted from each other. This was repeated 10,000 times
(Butler et al., 2016). The p value for a randomization test was calculated from the proportion of
values in the reference distribution that exceeded the observed difference. A cutoff threshold of p
< .05, two-tailed, was used to define significance. Finally, to control for false positives, p values
were corrected using the False Discovery Rate (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).
Results presented below (Suppl. Figures 2.1 and 2.2) indicate robust ERSPs and ITC
coherence within the 3-12 Hz band starting at ~150ms after stimulus presentation during both
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walking and sitting conditions. ERPS and ITC analysis suggests highly similar event-related
responses across recording sessions. This is also confirmed by the nonparametric randomization
tests indicating no significant difference between sessions 1 and 2 for ERSPs and ITC.
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Supplementary Figure 2.1: Mean ERSP from a central electrode site (Cz) during walking (first
column) and sitting (second column). Data from Session 1 is presented in the top row and
Session 2 in the middle row. The bottom row consists of non-parametric paired comparisons
between the two recording sessions. Corrected p values less than .05 are shown.
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Supplementary Figure 2.2: Mean inter-trial coherence (ITC) from a central electrode site (Cz)
during walking (first column) and sitting (second column). Data from Session 1 is presented in
the top row and Session 2 in the middle row. The bottom row consists of non-parametric paired
comparisons between the two recording sessions. Corrected p values less than .05 are shown.
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CHAPTER 3

THE AGING BRAIN SHOWS LESS FLEXIBLE REALLOCATION OF COGNITIVE
RESOURCES DURING DUAL-TASK WALKING

Reprinted from: Malcolm, B. R., Foxe, J. J., Butler, J. S., & De Sanctis, P. (2015). The aging
brain shows less flexible reallocation of cognitive resources during dual-task walking: A mobile
brain/body imaging (MoBI) study. Neuroimage, 117, 230-242.
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ABSTRACT

Aging is associated with reduced abilities to selectively allocate attention across multiple
domains. This may be particularly problematic during everyday multitasking situations when
cognitively demanding tasks are performed while walking. Due to previous limitations in
neuroimaging technology, much remains unknown about the cortical mechanisms underlying
resource allocation during locomotion. Here, we utilized an EEG-based Mobile Brain/Body
Imaging (MoBI) technique that integrates high-density event-related potential (ERP) recordings
with simultaneously acquired foot-force sensor data to monitor gait patterns and brain activity
concurrently. To assess effects of motor load on cognition we evaluated young (N=17; mean
age=27.2) and older adults (N=16; mean age=63.9) and compared behavioral and ERP measures
associated with performing a Go/No-Go response inhibition task as participants sat stationary or
walked on a treadmill. Stride time and variability were also measured during task performance
and compared to stride parameters obtained without task performance, thereby assessing effects
of cognitive load on gait. Results showed that older, but not young adults’ accuracy dropped
significantly when performing the inhibitory task while walking. Young adults revealed ERP
modulations at relatively early (N2 amplitude reduction) and later (earlier P3 latency) stages
within the processing stream as motor load increased while walking. In contrast, older adults’
ERP modulations were limited to later processing stages (increased P3 amplitude) of the
inhibitory network. The relative delay and attenuation of ERP modulations accompanied by
behavioral costs in older participants might indicate an age-associated loss in flexible resource
allocation across multiple tasks. Better understanding of the neural underpinnings of these age-
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related changes may lead to improved strategies to reduce fall risk and enhance mobility in
aging.

Keywords: cognitive aging, dual-task design, event-related potentials, gait, inhibitory control,
EEG, Mobile Brain/Body Imaging
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3.1.

INTRODUCTION

Walking, traditionally assumed to be a largely automatic motor function regulated
primarily by subcortical processes, is now considered a behavior with significant cognitive
involvement (Hausdorff, Yogev, Springer, Simon, & Giladi, 2005; Woollacott & ShumwayCook, 2002). Walking in the real world depends on the ability to effectively pursue internally
generated goals and negotiate competing demands from the environment while simultaneously
maintaining gait stability. When individuals are engaged in an attention-demanding task while
walking (e.g., talking or texting) cortical resources required for safe locomotion can become
overburdened, resulting in deficits to either the cognitive task, gait stability, or both. The issue of
limited resources is of particular concern in the elderly population since cognitive impairment
has been linked to reduced mobility and increased risk of falling (Beurskens & Bock, 2012;
Mirelman et al., 2012).
The relationship between cognition, gait and aging has been explored in the laboratory by
way of dual-task walking paradigms (Woollacott & Shumway-Cook, 2002; Yogev-Seligmann,
Hausdorff, & Giladi, 2008). Resulting behavioral costs to either the cognitive or motor task have
been cited as evidence of cognitive-motor interference (CMI), suggesting at least a partial
reliance upon common cortical processes (Holtzer, Verghese, Xue, & Lipton, 2006; Killane et
al., 2014), albeit indirectly. Yet, the neurophysiological mechanisms associated with dual-task
walking remain largely unexplored. Only recently have technological advancements (Gramann,
Ferris, Gwin, & Makeig, 2014; Reis, Hebenstreit, Gabsteiger, von Tscharner, & Lochmann,
2014) enabled the acquisition of high-density electro-cortical activity during locomotion, termed
Mobile Brain/Body Imaging (MoBI) (Gramann et al., 2011; Gramann, Jung, Ferris, Lin, &
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Makeig, 2014; Makeig, Gramann, Jung, Sejnowski, & Poizner, 2009). Previously, we employed
this method with a group of young adults and found that although our participants demonstrated
a lack of behavioral costs while performing an inhibitory control task when walking (dual-task
load) compared to sitting (single-task load), they exhibited substantial task load modulations in
the electrophysiological components associated with inhibitory network activity (De Sanctis,
Butler, Malcolm, & Foxe, 2014). Thus, MoBI offers significant potential in attempting to
characterize the neural correlates of dual-task walking. Furthermore, the deployment of this
technique in an older population will allow for the assessment of age-related differences in the
cortical underpinnings of CMI. The classification of such age-linked modulations may serve to
identify possible biomarkers of increased fall risk (Verghese et al., 2014; Verghese, Wang,
Lipton, & Holtzer, 2013).
Normal aging is associated with functional declines in gait cycle stability, including
reduced speed and stride length, and an increased double support phase – i.e. longer periods
where both feet are in contact with the ground (Winter, Patla, Frank, & Walt, 1990). Previous
studies have also observed increased variability across several spatiotemporal gait parameters
including swing and double-support times, step length and width (Callisaya, Blizzard, Schmidt,
McGinley, & Srikanth, 2010; Hausdorff, 2007). However, these impairments may be further
exacerbated under dual-task load (Hausdorff et al., 2005; Lindenberger, Marsiske, & Baltes,
2000; Plummer-D'Amato, Altmann, & Reilly, 2011), indicating an increased susceptibility to
CMI with aging (Beurskens & Bock, 2012). It should be noted though that whether or not older
adults exhibit additional motor costs, or any costs at all in comparison to young adults, may
largely depend upon the relative difficulty of current task demands (Bock, 2008; Springer et al.,
2006).
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In the cognitive domain, age-related declines have been well-documented for executive
function (EF) processes, particularly involving the ability to selectively attend to relevant
information and monitor responses (Kramer, Humphrey, Larish, Logan, & Strayer, 1994;
Prakash et al., 2009; Royall, Palmer, Chiodo, & Polk, 2005). Consequently, common findings
from dual-task walking paradigms have shown older adults to exhibit greater performance
deficits on secondary tasks recruiting EF compared to young adults, while walking compared to
sitting (Al-Yahya et al., 2011; Lovden, Schaefer, Pohlmeyer, & Lindenberger, 2008; Srygley,
Mirelman, Herman, Giladi, & Hausdorff, 2009). Secondary tasks requiring other cognitive
processes such as memory, verbal IQ or visuospatial skills appear to be less susceptible to motor
interference (Hausdorff et al., 2005; Herman, Mirelman, Giladi, Schweiger, & Hausdorff, 2010;
Holtzer et al., 2006), although see (Theill, Martin, Schumacher, Bridenbaugh, & Kressig, 2011).
While the above-mentioned studies provide indirect evidence of shared cognitive-motor
resources and CMI, it has only recently become possible to directly assess cortical involvement
in walking. Experiments employing functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) and
electrophysiological measures have been conducted with (Beurskens, Helmich, Rein, & Bock,
2014; Doi et al., 2012; Holtzer et al., 2011; Uehara, Higashi, Tanabe, & Sugawara, 2011) and
without (Gramann et al., 2011; Gwin, Gramann, Makeig, & Ferris, 2011; Harada, Miyai, Suzuki,
& Kubota, 2009; Kurz, Wilson, & Arpin, 2012; Miyai et al., 2001; Suzuki, Miyai, Ono, &
Kubota, 2008) engagement in a secondary task. Results from fNIRS studies have shown reduced
oxygenation levels in older adults over prefrontal cortex while walking alone and under
increased load (while talking) (Holtzer et al., 2011). Similar fNIRS findings were described by
Beurskens et al. (2014), who revealed decreased prefrontal activation associated with dual-task
load in old but not in young participants (Beurskens et al., 2014).
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However, in contrast to hemodynamic measures, electroencephalography (EEG) affords
considerably more precise temporal resolution in order to evaluate neurophysiological
mechanisms of cortical involvement during dual-task walking (Makeig et al., 2009). Our group
(De Sanctis, Butler, Green, Snyder, & Foxe, 2012; De Sanctis et al., 2014; Nolan et al., 2012;
Nolan, Whelan, Reilly, Bulthoff, & Butler, 2009) and others (Castermans & Duvinage, 2013;
Castermans, Duvinage, Cheron, & Dutoit, 2014; De Vos, Gandras, & Debener, 2014; Debener,
Minow, Emkes, Gandras, & de Vos, 2012; Duvinage et al., 2012; Gramann, Ferris, et al., 2014;
Gramann, Gwin, Bigdely-Shamlo, Ferris, & Makeig, 2010; Hoellinger et al., 2013; Reis et al.,
2014) have shown that it is entirely feasible to record robust event-related potentials (ERPs) from
a cognitive task while participants are in motion, without a significant difference in signal-tonoise ratio compared to stationary conditions. The MoBI approach integrates high-density
electro-cortical activity with simultaneously acquired body tracking data to investigate brain
activity and gait pattern as participants walk on a treadmill while also performing a cognitive
task. For our previous study, we employed the MoBI system in young adult participants and
assessed the neural correlates of an attentionally-demanding visual Go/No-Go task under
different motor load conditions, ranging from sitting (single-task) to walking (both deliberately
and briskly) (De Sanctis et al., 2014). Temporal parameters of the gait cycle were recorded from
foot force sensors to assess the effect of increased cognitive load on stride time and stride time
variability. We found that participants took longer strides under dual-task load, a result that has
been reported previously and interpreted as an adaptation to lessen inter-task interference (Li,
Abbud, Fraser, & Demont, 2012; Lovden et al., 2008). Furthermore, the young adults exhibited
no dual-task behavioral costs performing the Go/No-Go task while walking compared to sitting
(i.e., no differences in reaction time or accuracy). However, under increased task load, we
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observed a substantial reduction in the amplitude of the N2 component, a negative-going ERP
component time-locked to the No-Go-stimulus presentation, representing automatic inhibitory
(Eimer, 1993; O'Connell, Dockree, Bellgrove, et al., 2009) and conflict detection processes
(Dockree, Kelly, Robertson, Reilly, & Foxe, 2005; Morie et al., 2014). Additionally, we reported
that the P3, a later positivity also evoked by successful response inhibition, occurred earlier and
exhibited a more frontal distribution when participants changed from single-task to dual-task
performance mode. We have interpreted the reduction of the N2 and earlier initiation of the P3 as
an adaptive processing strategy, permitting the redeployment of motor-cognitive processes to
optimize performance under increased task load.
To our knowledge, previous MoBI studies have so far only been conducted in young
adult populations. Therefore, the objective of the present study was to investigate age-related
differences in the recruitment of cortical mechanisms underlying CMI during a dual-task walking
scenario. We utilized the same Go/No-Go task to measure inhibitory response control (De
Sanctis et al., 2014) and recorded high-density EEG while young and old participants walked on
a treadmill. Foot force sensors were again employed to evaluate age and task load effects on
temporal indices of the gait cycle. Based on previous work demonstrating increased
susceptibility to CMI, we predicted that older adults would exhibit a less flexible performance
strategy during dual-task load compared to younger adults. Specifically, we hypothesized that
older participants would show increased behavioral costs in both cognitive and motor domains
while dual-tasking, i.e., slower responses, decreased inhibitory response control and increased
stride-to-stride variability. Moreover, we speculated that along with these behavioral costs, older
participants would show a differential pattern of inhibitory network activity associated with the
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Go/No-Go task, reflecting a diminished flexibility in the re-deployment of processing resources
as task load increased.
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3.2.

METHODS

Participants
18 young adults and 18 older adults were recruited from the community and from the
lab’s existing database. All volunteers underwent an initial phone screening to assess general
health and mobility. Study inclusion was limited to individuals with normal or corrected-tonormal vision, free from any neurological or psychiatric deficits or disorders likely to affect gait
(e.g., vestibular, orthopedic or neurological diseases) and able to walk comfortably on a treadmill
for approximately one hour of total recording time. In addition, older individuals were screened
with the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) using a cutoff score of 24 to exclude
participants with signs of cognitive impairment (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975). Data from
one older participant were excluded due to the presence of walking-related artifacts.
Additionally, we chose to exclude the data from two other participants (one young adult and one
older adult) because their behavioral performance was more than two standard deviations from
their respective group means. Thus, results reported here consist of data from 17 young adults (8
female) and 16 older adults (9 female). The age range was 21.8 to 36.1 years for the young group
(mean = 27.2; SD = 4.6) and 57.7 to 71.0 years for the old group (mean = 63.9; SD = 4.0). The
Institutional Review Board of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine approved the
experimental procedures and all participants provided their written informed consent.
Participants were modestly compensated at a rate of $12 per hour. All procedures were
compliant with the principles laid out in the Declaration of Helsinki for the responsible conduct
of research.
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Stimuli and task
Participants performed a speeded visual Go/No-Go paradigm consisting of 168 images
from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS), a database of photographs with
normative ratings of emotional status (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2008). Only those
photographs that were classified as affectively neutral or positive were included. Images were
presented centrally for 600ms with a random stimulus-onset-asynchrony (SOA) ranging from
800 to 1000ms. Stimuli were presented using Presentation software version 14.4
(Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA) and projected (InFocus XS1 DLP, 1024 x 768
pxl) onto a black wall. On average, images subtended 28° horizontally by 28° vertically.
Participants were instructed to quickly and accurately perform the response inhibition task by
clicking a wireless computer mouse button in response to the presentation of each image, while
withholding button presses to the second instance of any picture repeated twice in a row. The
probability of Go and No-Go trials was 0.85 and 0.15, respectively. The task was presented in
blocks, each lasting approximately 4 minutes. All participants took part in a practice block before
undertaking the main experiment. Walking blocks were performed on a treadmill (LifeFitness
TR-9000) positioned approximately 1.5m from the wall onto which stimulus images were
displayed. No specific task prioritization instructions (i.e., walking versus cognitive task) were
given. To guard against falls, a custom-designed safety harness was worn while walking and all
participants rested for a minimum of two minutes between blocks to prevent fatigue.
Our previous study was designed to assess the effects of progressively increased walking
demands on cognitive performance (De Sanctis et al., 2014). Consequently, young adult
participants performed the walking blocks (including dual-task and walking only blocks) at two
different speeds (2.4 km/h and 5 km/h). However, the majority of age-related dual-task
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investigations have utilized individual self-selected walking speeds during both over-ground
(Lindenberger et al., 2000; Springer et al., 2006) and treadmill walking (Li et al., 2012; Lovden
et al., 2008). Therefore, to be consistent with previous literature and to provide a relatively
demanding walking task for each group, the older adult participants chose a comfortable walking
speed at the beginning of the experimental session and maintained this preferred speed for its
duration. Average walking speed for this group was 3.5 km/h (range: 2.4 to 4.8 km/h). For the
current investigation, we chose to compare the older adults’ walking performance with that of
the young adults walking at 5 km/h. This decision was based on findings from several large-scale
field studies (n > 3000) indicating that 5 km/h is a close approximation to the average walking
speed (5.3 km/h) of young adults (Knoblauch RL, 1996; Silva, da Cunha, & da Silva, 2014).
Consequently, the complete experimental protocol involved several different task conditions
presented to participants in a pseudorandom order. Each older adult performed five blocks of the
response inhibition task while sitting, 9 or 10 blocks while walking and an additional two blocks
only walking (i.e., without performing the task). Young participants completed either three or
four blocks sitting, a minimum of four blocks walking slowly (range: 4 – 8 blocks), at least four
blocks walking quickly (range: 4 – 8 blocks) and two blocks of each speed walking without the
task.

Gait cycle recording and analysis
Foot force sensors recorded temporal parameters of the gait cycle while participants
walked on the treadmill during either uninterrupted walking or while concurrently engaged in the
Go/No-Go task. Three sensors (Tekscan FlexiForce A201 transducers) were positioned on the
sole of each foot: at the center of the back of the heel, the big toe ball and midway along the
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outer longitudinal arch. These positions enabled the detection of changes in plantar pressure
during various stance phases including initial contact, loading response, mid-stance, terminal
stance and pre-swing. Force signals were sampled at 512 Hz using an Analog Input Box
(BioSemi) connected and integrated via optical fiber with the Biosemi ActiveTwo EEG system.
Continuous data were butterworth low-pass filtered at 7Hz, epoched into 10 sec intervals, and
normalized against the standard deviation. To assess stride time we measured peak-to-peak
intervals using the force signal derived from a heel sensor (e.g., time of a complete gait cycle is
heel contact to next heel contact of that same foot). Automatic peak detection software
(MATLAB custom scripts) with one standard deviation as threshold was used to determine if
each peak was significantly larger than the data around it. Peak-to-peak intervals were included
for further analysis only if the duration to complete a cycle was > 500ms and < 1500ms. Foot
sensors were not recorded from one young participant; therefore the effects of age and cognitive
load on the gait cycle are reported from 16 young and 16 older participants.

Event related potential recording and analysis
Scalp recordings were conducted with a 72-channel EEG system (BioSemi ActiveTwo,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands), digitized at 512 Hz and bandpass filtered from 0.05 to 100 Hz (24
dB/octave). Offline, data were processed using custom MATLAB scripts (MathWorks, Natick,
MA), EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) and the FieldTrip toolbox (Oostenveld, Fries, Maris,
& Schoffelen, 2011). EEG was bandpass filtered from 1 to 30 Hz to remove low frequency drift
and high frequency noise. An artifact rejection criterion of ±75 μV was applied to all electrode
sites to reject trials with excessive eye movements, EMG or other noise. Trials with more than 6
bad channels were excluded from further analysis. Electrode data were interpolated using a
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nearest neighbor spline correction for trials in which there were 6 or fewer bad channels (Perrin,
Pernier, Bertrand, Giard, & Echallier, 1987). Data were then re-referenced to an average
reference. Epochs time-locked to stimulus presentation with a 800ms post-stimulus period and a
50ms pre-stimulus baseline were computed for Go trials during which the participant
successfully responded (Hit trials) and No-Go trials during which the participant successfully
withheld a response (Correct Rejection trials [CRs]). Incorrect trials were excluded from the
analysis. The average number of accepted trials for young participants was 485 (Go) and 71 (NoGo) while sitting and 749 (Go) and 103 (No-Go) during walking. The average number accepted
for the older group was 748 (Go) and 103 (No-Go) while sitting and 1,326 (Go) and 180 (NoGo) during walking. A comprehensive description and analysis of rejection rates across
conditions is provided in the Supplementary Materials section for the interested reader, since the
performance of these systems during mobility sessions will be of interest to those researchers
considering the use of MoBI technology. Please see Supplementary Materials and
Supplementary Figures 3.1 and 3.2, for information on trial acceptance rates as well as the
number and location of interpolated electrode channels, respectively.

Signal-to-noise statistics: To assess the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each group for both
experimental conditions (sitting vs. walking), we computed the global field power (GFP) for hits
and CR trials. The background noise was estimated from the pre-stimulus period (-100 to -50ms)
and the signal was estimated from the first post-stimulus positive peak (150 to 210ms). The
squared signal was divided by the squared noise and converted to decibels in order to be scaleinvariant. The resulting SNRs were subjected to a 2 (Condition: sitting, walking) x 2 (Trial type:
hits, CRs) x 2 (Group: young, old) mixed repeated measures ANOVA. The reason for using a
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relatively narrow early time window is based on the assumption that early evoked potentials (150
to 210ms, e.g., N1) are to a lesser degree modulated by endogenous higher-order cognitive
processes compared to later ones (e.g., N2/P3). ERP modulations driven by endogenous
processes such as the reallocation of cognitive resources under increased task load could mimic
differences in SNR. This would raise the ambiguity and hinder the interpretation of SNR as a
measure to compare EEG signal quality between the sitting and walking conditions. In addition,
to test for muscle and eye movement-related contamination of the broadband evoked response,
artifacts most prominent in frequencies of 8Hz or higher, we performed a Fast Fourier Transform
on the epoched Go trials for each participant and computed the correlation coefficient matrix
between conditions (Nolan et al., 2009).

N2/P3 amplitude and latency: The N2 and P3 ERP components associated with successful
response inhibition in a Go/No-Go paradigm have been well characterized in previous studies
(Bokura, Yamaguchi, & Kobayashi, 2001; Donkers & van Boxtel, 2004; Eimer, 1993;
Falkenstein, Hoormann, & Hohnsbein, 2002; Garavan, Ross, Murphy, Roche, & Stein, 2002;
Katz et al., 2010; Morie et al., 2014) and have been shown to produce maximal amplitudes over
fronto-central scalp sites. Thus, the three midline sites of FCz, Cz and CPz were chosen to
represent the task-evoked N2/P3 components. For each age group and task load condition, we
used the average peak amplitude across the three electrode sites of interest to encapsulate a
100ms time window for the N2 and a 200ms time window for the P3 (see Table 3.1), which were
then used to compute mean amplitude and detect peak latency across the respective time periods.
ERP amplitude may either be quantified by the mean amplitude across the corresponding time
period of interest, or by the amplitude of the highest peak. In this case we chose to use the
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former, as this method is better able to provide a more comprehensive account of the
componentry across the entire time window (Luck, 2004). The latency on Hit\CR trials and
difference waves was quantified using an automatic peak-picking procedure (MATLAB custom
scripts) which identifies the maximal deflection within the given time window. A peak was
identified such that an ascending and descending difference of 0.2 µV had to be reached between
consecutive sample points. Results were verified by manual visual inspection. Walking and agerelated differences in N2 and P3 mean amplitude and peak latency for Hit, CRs and difference
waves (CRs minus Hits) were statistically assessed by three-way repeated measures ANOVA
with factors of Group (young, old), Task Load (cognitive task performed while sitting vs.
walking) and Electrode site (FCz, Cz, CPz). Greenhouse–Geisser corrections were applied when
appropriate.

Topographical voltage maps: Topographic maps display interpolated voltage distributions,
derived from 64 scalp electrode measurements. These interpolated potential maps are displayed
on a 2D reconstruction of a rendered scalp surface as implemented in FieldTrip analysis software
(Oostenveld et al., 2011). Maps were computed over the time periods of 240-340ms and 400550ms for the N2 and P3 components, respectively, in order to convey maximal ERP differences
between task-load conditions for each age group.
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3.3.

RESULTS

Behavioral results
Figure 3.1 shows mean reaction times (RTs) and accuracy rates on Go trials (Hits) in
addition to rates of correct rejections (CRs) on No-Go trials, during both sitting (black) and
walking (red) conditions. Two-way repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) were used
to statistically assess each dependent measure with within-subjects factor of Task Load
(cognitive task performed while sitting vs. walking) and between-subjects factor of Group
(young vs. old). RTs yielded a main effect of Group (F1,31 = 22.50, p < .001) indicating that older
participants (RTsitting = 474ms; RTwalking = 466ms) were overall slower than young participants
(RTsitting = 389ms; RTwalking = 403ms) to respond to image presentation. Hit rates did not differ
between groups (p = .86) nor as a function of Task Load (p = .89), demonstrating that both age
groups achieved highly accurate response performance (mean hit rates above 98%) to Go trials
for both sitting and walking conditions.
The ANOVA assessing age and task load-related effects on the rate of correct rejections
(CRs) revealed no main effects of Group (p = .21) or Task Load (p = .24) however there was a
significant interaction between these factors (F1,31 = 5.33, p < .05). A within-group post-hoc
comparison revealed that this interaction was driven by the fact that the older adults showed a
drop in their CR rate of about 4% while walking (mean = 70.78%; SD = 8.93) compared to
sitting (mean = 74.56%; SD = 9.48), indicating a trend (p = .065) towards increased dual-task
costs for only the older group, while young adults demonstrated comparable CR performance
between sitting (mean = 68.34%; SD = 9.12) and walking (mean = 69.55%; SD = 8.08). To
summarize, young adults performed the cognitive task equally well under single and dual-task
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load. In contrast, older adults exhibited a general slowing in their response times in addition to a
dual-task cost, performing the cognitive task less accurately while walking compared to sitting.
Interestingly, older adults performed more accurately overall, but this age-related difference was
not found to be significant (p = .21). Note: In order to account for both response speed and
accuracy in one measure, we performed a supplementary analysis of the behavioral results in
terms of inverse efficiency (IE), computed as RTs divided by the proportion of correct responses
(Townsend & Ashby, 1983). IE was calculated for two separate indices of task performance - the
proportion of CRs and d’, a measure of response sensitivity (Green & Swets, 1966). For IE based
on the proportion of CRs there was a main effect of Group (F 1, 31 = 5.61, p = .024) which may be
attributed to the much slowed RTs of the older participants, while no significant effects resulted
from the IE calculated from d’ (see Supplementary Figure 3.3).

Gait cycle results
Figure 3.2 presents the effects of task load on mean stride time and stride time variability
for the young adult group (top row) and old adult group (bottom row). The walking-only
condition (single-task load) is shown in black and the dual-task walking condition is shown in
red. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA with between-subjects factor of Group (young vs.
old) and within-subjects factor of Task Load (walking with vs. without cognitive task) revealed a
main effect of Task Load (F1,30 = 6.27, p < .02), indicating a relative increase in average stride
time under dual-task load. Furthermore, a significant interaction between Task Load and Group
(F1,30 = 5.00, p < .05) was found. Post-hoc comparisons revealed that this interaction was driven
by a significant dual-task related increase of 82.4ms in average stride duration for the young
adult group (t15 = 2.48, p < .05) while the older participants showed a minimal dual-task related
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increase of less than 5ms (p = .66). There was no main effect of age on average stride time (p =
.22). Analysis of stride time variability revealed no significant effects of dual-task load or age. In
sum, the young adult group appeared to modify their walking behavior while also performing the
inhibitory task by taking longer strides, whereas the older participants maintained an entirely
similar walking pattern across task load conditions.

Electrophysiological Results

Feasibility of recording
To demonstrate that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of ERPs recorded while participants
walked on the treadmill was comparable to ERPs recorded while stationary, we computed the
SNR for hits and CR trials for each group for both task load conditions. Three-way repeated
measures ANOVA with within-subjects factors of Task Load (sitting vs. walking) and Trial Type
(Hits vs. CRs) and between-subjects factor of Group (young vs. old) yielded a main effect of
Trial Type (F1,31 = 11.16, p < .005). This effect may be attributed to the difference in probability
between Go and No-Go trials. No other effects reached significance. Figure 3.3 illustrates the
grand mean and standard deviation of the frequency spectra of the ERP response on hit trials
during the sitting and walking conditions computed using a Fast Fourier Transform. Each group
exhibits largely overlapping spectra between conditions, indicating that the ERP frequency
spectra for sitting and walking conditions do not significantly differ, and providing further
evidence that differences in motor behavior do not compromise the quality of ERP recordings.
Correlation coefficient values between conditions for each age group were all found to have an r
> 0.95. Finally, to explore the potential for a greater influence of eye movements on ERPs
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produced during walking blocks, we have included Supplementary Figure 3.4, showing grand
mean ERPs recorded over frontal electrode channel Fp1. Activity closely resembles evoked
potentials recorded at FCz, Cz, and CPz with no indication of greater impact of eye movement
on the ERP during walking compared to sitting conditions.

ERP results
Figure 3.4 shows the averaged Go/No-Go ERP waveforms plotted over three midline
electrode locations (FCz, Cz and CPz) designating hits (thin lines, left column), CRs (thick lines,
center column) and difference waves (CRs minus hits, right column). Waveforms are presented
for the sitting (black lines) and walking (red lines) conditions, separately for the young (top
rows) and old (bottom rows) groups. Highlighted regions represent time periods used for the
statistical analysis of N2 and P3 components. As described previously (De Sanctis et al., 2014),
young adults showed a robust N2 component (for both CRs and difference waves) over all three
electrode sites, with a clear amplitude reduction for dual-task load conditions (walking),
compared to performing the inhibitory control task while seated. In contrast, the older group
exhibited a substantially reduced N2, particularly over frontal scalp sites, with minimal taskinduced amplitude variation for CRs and amplitude of differential activation appearing to be
largely independent of task load. Additionally, the young N2 peak showed earlier onset latency
compared to the older group (computed within each group’s respective time window) with the
greatest difference apparent over the posterior-most recording site.
With regards to the later P3 component, a visual inspection of the waveforms confirmed a
correspondence with previous results in that, primarily for CRs measured over centro-parietal
scalp regions, young adults exhibited clear effects of task load on P3 onset and peak latency. The
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walking-evoked P3 onset early then quickly declined, peaking approximately 90ms before the
more sustained sitting-generated P3. In contrast, the older group showed no modulation in P3
latency as a function of task load, for either CRs or difference waves. However, the older group
did exhibit a walking-related enhancement in P3 amplitude, prominent over anterior recording
sites. Below, we discuss the results of the statistical evaluation of N2/P3 latencies and amplitudes
in detail.

N2 latency for Hits
A three-way repeated measures ANOVA of within-subjects factors of Task Load (sitting
vs. walking) and Electrode site (FCz, Cz, CPz) and between-subjects factor of Group (young vs.
old) on mean N2 latency revealed a significant main effect of Group (F 1,31 = 44.61, p < .001),
indicating an earlier onset of the N2 for the young (253ms) compared to the old (278ms) group.
Also, a robust effect of Task Load (F1,31 = 6.75, p < .05), and a Task Load x Group interaction
(F1,62 = 5.36, p < .05) was found. The interaction appears to be driven mostly by a delay of N2
peak latency in older adults performing under dual-task load.

N2 amplitude for Hits
The three-way ANOVA evaluating the effect of age group, task load and electrode site
showed a main effect of Task Load (F1,31 = 17.30, p < .001) and Group (F1,31 = 8.62, p < .05).
The N2 modulation by task load reflects an amplitude reduction under increased task load, while
the main effect of group indicates an N2 reduction for older adults.

N2 Scalp Topography for Correct Rejections
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Group averaged voltage maps for Correct Rejection trials during the N2 time period
(240-340ms) are illustrated in Figure 3.5 for young (top panel) and older participants (bottom
panel) as they performed the cognitive task while sitting and while walking. An age-related
topographical shift is evident via a fronto-central distribution for young adults while older adults
exhibit maximal enhancement over more posterior scalp regions. This shift is supported by our
ANOVA findings, revealing a significant Electrode x Group interaction (see below). This effect
has been reported previously and considered to reflect age-related decline of frontal-mediated
inhibitory processes, which in turn necessitates the recruitment of additional posterior regions
(Lucci, Berchicci, Spinelli, Taddei, & Di Russo, 2013; Wascher, Falkenstein, & Wild-Wall,
2011; Willemssen, Falkenstein, Schwarz, Muller, & Beste, 2011). Interestingly, both groups
showed largely load-independent topographical distributions. Additionally, the scalp maps
clearly illustrate the robust load-dependent N2 amplitude modulation in the young participants.

N2 latency for Correct Rejections
A Task Load x Electrode x Group ANOVA with within-subjects factors of Task Load
(sitting vs. walking) and Electrode (FCz, Cz, CPz) and between-subjects factor of Group (young
vs. old) revealed a significant main effect of Group (F1,31 = 15.50, p < .001), indicating an earlier
onset of the N2 for the young (253ms) compared to the old (261ms) group. Additionally, an
Electrode x Group interaction (F2,62 = 3.77, p < .05) showed that, averaged over task load
conditions, the largest difference in peak latency between the groups occurred at electrode CPz.

N2 amplitude for Correct Rejections
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The effect of age group, task load and electrode site on mean N2 amplitude revealed
significant main effects of Task Load (F1,31 = 28.87, p < .001) and Group (F1,31 = 5.82, p < .05)
and a significant Task Load x Group interaction (F1,31 = 7.06, p < .02). The interaction indicates
that as task load increased young participants’ N2 response exhibited a prominent reduction over
a widespread scalp area, while the N2 in older adults showed a relatively smaller reduction
confined to central scalp, with increased task-load. Follow-up t-tests comparing task-load
conditions averaged across the three electrode sites confirmed an N2 reduction for the dual-task
compared to the single-task condition in young (t16 = 4.62, p < .001) and older adults (t15 = 2.98,
p < .005). Furthermore, a significant Electrode x Group interaction (F2,62 = 5.81, p < .005) was
found. Follow-up t-tests showed significant age differences between anterior sites (FCz: p =
.002, Cz: p = .002), but not over the more posterior channel (CPz: p = .15).

N2 latency for difference waves
The peak latency for N2 difference waves was modulated by Task Load (F1,31 = 19.80, p
< .001), indicating an earlier onset of the N2 under high (252ms) compared to low task load
(261ms), and by an interaction between Electrode and Group (F2,62 = 6.81, p < .003).

N2 amplitude for Difference Waves
ANOVA showed a main effect of Task Load (F1,31 = 9.63, p < .005) and a significant
Task Load x Group interaction (F1,31 = 6.05, p < .05). The interaction appears to be driven mostly
by task load differences for only the young group, exhibited by a prominent N2 reduction under
increased task load, while the older group displayed minimal modulation across task load
conditions. Post-hoc comparisons for data averaged over all three electrode sites confirmed that
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N2 amplitude was significantly reduced under increased task load in the young (t16 = 3.19, p <
.01) but not in the older group (p = .49). Interestingly, the older group demonstrated an almost
complete lack of negative-going waveforms during the N2 time window over frontal scalp
regions.

P3 latency for Hits
Due to a virtual lack of P3-like activity we refrained from statistically analyzing this time
period.

P3 amplitude for Hits
The three-way ANOVA revealed a Task Load x Group interaction (F1,31 = 11.24, p <
.005), driven by a somewhat reduced amplitude under high task load in young adults, while the
reverse pattern was seen in older adults. Also, a significant main effect of Group (F1,31 = 18.05, p
< .001) indicated a relative reduction of P3 in young adults. It should be noted however that hit
trials evoked only minimal to no P3-like activation for both age groups.

P3 Scalp Topography for Correct Rejections
Figure 3.6 shows averaged scalp topographies for CR trials during the P3 time period in
young (top panel) and older participants (bottom panel) as they performed the task while sitting
and walking. The most evident differences appear to be age-related. Young adults reveal a broad
distribution of enhanced positivity over centro-parietal scalp while older adults display a more
focused distribution over fronto-central regions. This age-related pattern appears to be largely
independent of task load with a more frontally-distributed P3 in older adults apparent during both
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sitting and walking conditions. Topographic maps also reveal, as reported in relation to the
waveforms above, that the P3 in young adults is more sustained across the entire 150ms time
period for the sitting condition, while the walking P3 attains maximal amplitude at the beginning
of the time window (~400ms) and then quickly diminishes.

P3 latency for Correct Rejections
The effects of age, task load and electrode position on P3 peak latency were assessed by a
three-way ANOVA. A large effect of Group was observed (F1,31 = 22.06, p < .001) reflecting the
fact that the P3 peaked earlier for the young than for the older group. This suggests that older
adults were generally slower to engage inhibitory processes. Additionally, a significant Task
Load x Group interaction was observed (F1,31 = 23.32, p < .001) as well as a three-way Task
Load x Electrode x Group interaction (F2,62 = 3.28, p < .05). Post-hoc paired comparisons
between task load conditions at each electrode site revealed that P3 latency for the young
differed between sitting and walking at all electrode sites (FCz: t16 = 3.73, p < .005; Cz: t16 =
4.61, p < .001; CPz: t16 = 5.21, p < .001). There were no P3 latency differences between task
load conditions at any of the three electrode sites for the older group (all comparisons: p > .09).
Figure 3.4 illustrates this effect in the waveforms of the young group whose walking P3 occurs
approximately 90ms prior to the sitting P3; while the older group exhibits no latency differences
between task load conditions. The interactions of Electrode x Group (p = .11) and Task Load x
Electrode (p = .14) did not reach significance.
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P3 amplitude for Correct Rejections
The three-way ANOVA revealed a significant Task Load x Group interaction (F1,31 =
7.35, p < .02), reflecting a load-dependent modulation in P3 amplitude. Within-group follow-up
comparisons, averaged over electrode sites, showed that the young group displayed a significant
decrease in P3 amplitude for walking, compared to sitting (t16 = 2.19, p < .05). In contrast, while
older adults exhibited a slightly enhanced P3 over frontal scalp sites under dual-task conditions,
this task-load effect was not consistent across all channels (p = .12). There was an additional
interaction between Task Load and Electrode (F2,62 = 4.01, p < .05). Post-hoc comparisons
(across age groups) revealed a task load difference, with significantly smaller P3 amplitude for
walking compared to sitting, only over electrode CPz (t32 = 2.52, p < .05). Furthermore, there
was a trend towards an Electrode x Group interaction (F2,62 = 2.74, p = .072). Finally, main
effects of Task Load (p = .55), Group (p = .58) and the Task Load x Group x Electrode
interaction (p = .29) did not reach significance.

P3 latency for Difference Waves
The three-way ANOVA assessing peak latency for difference waves (CRs minus Hits)
revealed a significant effect of Group on P3 latency (F1,31 = 22.62, p < .001) and a significant
Task Load x Group interaction (F1,31 = 5.03, p < .05). Similar to the CR condition reported
above, this result reflects an earlier-occurring P3 peak during walking compared to sitting for
young, but not for older adults. No other main or interaction effects were observed.
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P3 amplitude for Difference Waves
Compared to the P3 amplitude for CR waveforms, we found only significant effects of
Group (F1,31 = 6.54, p < .02) and Electrode (F1.23,38.271 = 14.69, p < .001) for P3 amplitude of the
difference waves. This finding reflects the fact that the young group exhibited greater P3
amplitude overall compared to the older group, and that the more anterior electrode sites, FCz
and Cz, also showed greater P3 amplitude, regardless of group and task load condition.

1

Adjusted df as assumption of sphericity is violated
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3.4.

DISCUSSION

The current study examined the neural underpinnings of attentional resource allocation
during dual-task walking in young and older adults. The effects of cognitive-motor interference
(CMI) were assessed using Mobile Brain/Body Imaging techniques that enabled simultaneous
recording of stride time and variability measures in addition to behavioral performance and
cortically-generated markers of inhibitory response control. To our knowledge, this was the first
application of MoBI in an aging population.
The young adult group maintained their behavioral performance under increased task
load (i.e., walking while performing a Go/No-Go response inhibition task), suffering no costs in
terms of reaction times or accuracy. The older participants were significantly slower to perform
the task both while sitting and walking, although somewhat surprisingly, their rates of successful
response inhibition across both task-load conditions were numerically better than those of the
younger group, although this was not a statistically robust difference. Importantly, however, only
the older group exhibited a significant task-load related cost in the form of an average drop in
accuracy of approximately 4% during walking compared to sitting. With regard to gait pattern,
we found an increase in average stride time of 82.4ms, or 8.4% for young adults under dual-task
relative to single-task load. In contrast, older adults showed no changes in stride time between
single and dual-task load. One possible explanation as to why increased load affected cognitive
performance in older adults but gait performance in young adults may be that older individuals
adopted a postural prioritization strategy - the tendency to prioritize the maintenance of stable
gait and posture over performance on the secondary task to ensure safe walking (Li et al., 2012;
Lovden et al., 2008; Yogev-Seligmann, Hausdorff, & Giladi, 2012). Also in line with prioritizing
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gait is the finding that older adults’ stride time variability did not increase under dual-task load.
Unstable gait in the form of greater stride-to-stride fluctuations under increased load have been
frequently reported, particularly in older adults less able to flexibly accommodate multiple task
demands, such as individuals with mild cognitive impairment or a history of falls (Hausdorff,
2007; Montero-Odasso, Verghese, Beauchet, & Hausdorff, 2012; Springer et al., 2006).
However, it is not clear whether prioritization of walking was a voluntary strategy or an
impairment of the older group as no explicit task prioritization instructions were given to
participants. Therefore, age-associated mobility decline might in fact be reason for prioritizing
the walking subtask. Going forward, more explicit instructions to prioritize both tasks equally are
advised (Verghese, Kuslansky, et al., 2007).
While the drop in the older adults’ Go/No-Go performance supports the notion of dualtask costs, the young adults’ increase in stride time while executing two tasks simultaneously is
not easily explained in terms of dual-task costs. As walking pace was kept constant by the speed
of the treadmill, it follows that an increase in stride time under dual-task load amounts to
younger adults making longer and therefore fewer steps. Maintaining balance while taking
longer steps is considered to be more challenging because a person’s center of gravity is more
often further from one’s base of support (Bhatt, Wening, & Pai, 2005), and longer steps have
been linked to higher probability of slips (Moyer, Chambers, Redfern, & Cham, 2006).
Assuming that participants operate under limited resources shared across walking and cognitive
demands, making longer steps might therefore appear to be a less effective strategy. However,
there is reason to contend that making longer steps could actually be an adaptive walking
strategy to reduce interference with a cognitive task (CMI). Here, and in our previous report (De
Sanctis et al., 2014), we argue that by increasing stride length, a direct outcome is that one
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executes the walking task less often (i.e., takes fewer steps) and thereby reduces instances of
inter-task competition under dual-task load (Li et al., 2012; Lovden et al., 2008). It could be
argued that making longer steps may be easier when walking at a relatively faster speed, putting
older adults at a disadvantage to implement such a strategy. However, our previous findings on
dual-task walking at fast and slow speeds in young participants would indicate otherwise (De
Sanctis et al., 2014). We found that young participants increased stride time under both walking
speeds, possibly as a strategy to accommodate increased cognitive task load. In the slow-walking
condition, young participants walked at a fixed speed of 2.4 km/h, which is in fact slower than
the average walking speed of the older adults at 3.5 km/h (range: 2.4 to 4.8 km/h) in the current
study. Ultimately, this indicates that such a strategy may also be applied while walking at slower
speeds. Overall, behavioral results support a loss in the flexible allocation of processing
resources across tasks in aging, indicative of an increased susceptibility to CMI and in line with
the extant aging literature on dual-tasking (Hausdorff, Schweiger, Herman, Yogev-Seligmann, &
Giladi, 2008; Holtzer, Wang, & Verghese, 2012; Montero-Odasso et al., 2012; Yogev-Seligmann
et al., 2008).
We turn now to the neural measures of response inhibition and cognitive control. Our
previous work using MoBI in young adults provided evidence for the implementation of
substantial dual-task modifications in both walking behavior and concurrent brain measures of
response inhibition processes, including increased stride time, decreased N2 amplitude and an
earlier and more frontally distributed P3 (De Sanctis et al., 2014). These outcomes were
interpreted to reflect a flexible redeployment of cognitive-motor processes and set the stage for
the current work in which we predicted that older adults would show a reduced ability to engage
these adaptive processes. More specifically, as motor load increased, we predicted a drop in
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performance accuracy and a delay and attenuation of ERPs underlying successful response
inhibition. These predictions, however, were only partially supported by the data. While ERP
patterns in young adults showed substantial changes between the sitting and walking conditions,
the same comparison in older adults yielded minimal variation. Thus, to a first approximation,
young adults showed clear evidence for neural reconfiguration in response to increasing dualtask demands, whereas older adults showed, for the most part, a distinct lack of such flexibility.
More precisely, in young adults, the enhanced N2 component following correctly withheld
responses was strongly reduced in amplitude when load increased under dual-task walking
conditions. Older adults, in contrast, displayed a markedly different pattern. An age-related
topographical shift was seen, with a more posterior distribution for the N2 under both single and
dual-task conditions, but in contrast to the findings in young adults, this N2 showed minimal
amplitude modulation as a function of task load. Contrary to CRs, the N2 evoked during Hit
trials revealed far fewer distinctions between age groups. Here, a load-related N2 reduction in
amplitude was evident in both groups. Furthermore, the N2 for both CRs as well as Hit trials was
substantially delayed for the older adults compared to the young. This may be indicative of a
general delay in cognitive processing mechanisms with increasing age, a finding that is in
agreement with previous literature (Salthouse, 2005). Finally, the difference waves (see Figure
3.4) most clearly highlight the distinction between the dynamic processing mechanisms recruited
by the young, in contrast to the relatively static processing mode employed by the older group.
The young show a robust N2 amplitude reduction while walking, particularly over centroparietal sites, while the older adult waveforms show a remarkable lack of load-dependent
modulation. The largely overlapping time course of the difference waves for the older group,
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throughout early and later processing stages, most clearly indicates a less flexible reallocation of
cognitive resources during dual-task walking in aging.
Subsequently, correctly withheld responses produced a P3 component showing a distinct
latency shift over a widespread scalp area in young adults, peaking approximately 90ms earlier
under increased task load. In contrast, no latency differences were found for the older group,
although a very modest increase in P3 amplitude over frontal scalp areas was observed for this
group while walking. Finally, while Hit trials evoked negligible P3-like activity, overall
amplitude was smaller in young and larger in older adults under increased task load. Results
indicate more pronounced age-related differences during CR trials, possibly due to a relatively
higher processing load required in order to inhibit rather than execute a prepotent motor
response.
Taking both the performance data and neural measures into account, what can we
conclude from the current results? It is clear that in response to the increased demands of
performing the Go/No-Go task under walking conditions, young adults made online adjustments
to both their physical behavior by increasing stride length and to the way in which response
inhibition processes were deployed in the brain. These adjustments were associated with
essentially perfect maintenance of performance levels on the cognitive control task. In contrast,
older adults showed no changes in their physical behavior and what differences were observed in
the deployment of response inhibition processes were extremely modest and only emerged
during later P3-related stages of processing. This lack of flexibility, in turn, was accompanied by
a significant, albeit modest, decrement in performance on the cognitive task.
Only a small number of previous studies have evaluated task-evoked ERPs in the context
of motor-related dual-task load. In one investigation, Hahn and colleagues instructed participants
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to prioritize a driving-like tracking task and investigated the effects of age and P3-related activity
on a secondary visual attention task. Older adults showed a greater degree of dual-task motor
interference compared to young. They also failed to exhibit the pattern shown in young adults of
increased P3 amplitude for target compared to non-target stimuli, possibly indicating that when
cognitive resources were taxed under increased load, older adults dedicated comparable
attentional resources to all stimulus types regardless of relevance (Hahn, Wild-Wall, &
Falkenstein, 2011). However, since only dual-task conditions were considered in this
experiment, it is unclear if the age-related differences in P3 can be fully attributed to increased
load. Other investigations have reported effects of increased task load on the timing of ERPs,
specifically delays in P3-related processes (Bomba & Singhal, 2010; Fujiyama, Garry, Martin, &
Summers, 2010; Matthews, Garry, Martin, & Summers, 2006). Matthews et al. (2006) combined
a bimanual motor with a visual task, requiring foot responses to infrequently presented visual
target stimuli. They observed increased P3 latency for visual targets when the motor task was
prioritized compared to when the visual task was prioritized (Matthews et al., 2006). In a similar
design, Fujiyama and colleagues compared the performance of young and older adults on an
interlimb coordination task combined with visual oddball discrimination. The P3 evoked by the
visual task was reduced in amplitude and longer latencies were observed during dual-task
conditions for both groups, while P3 latencies in older adults were further delayed compared to
those of the young (Fujiyama et al., 2010).
It is noteworthy that no previous study has reported a reduction in P3 latency under
increased task load, in contrast to the current results where a distinct shortening of the P3 latency
was observed for younger adults. Of course, this P3 latency reduction cannot be considered in
isolation but must be construed in the context of the large reduction in N2 amplitude that
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accompanies it. In our prior work, we interpreted this as a shift in processing strategy from a
mostly automatic mode of operation represented by the strong No-Go N2 during single-task load,
to a more conscious evaluative, and presumably more effortful, process represented by the earlier
P3 under dual-task load. On the other hand, our older participants appeared to deploy essentially
the same processing strategies under all task load conditions.
In addition, a trend towards a more frontally distributed P3 topography was observed in
older adults, which was largely load-independent (i.e., evident during both sitting and walking
conditions). Anteriorization of P3 in aging has been regularly reported in the literature (Anderer,
Semlitsch, & Saletu, 1996; De Sanctis, Gomez-Ramirez, Sehatpour, Wylie, & Foxe, 2009;
Fabiani & Friedman, 1995; Friedman, Simpson, & Hamberger, 1993; Friedman & Simpson,
1994) to implicate the engagement of additional prefrontal cortical resources in compensation for
age-related cognitive decline. Our age-associated findings during the P3 timeframe might
therefore suggest that older adults’ recruitment of additional frontal control regions is required to
reduce and prevent even higher costs resulting from increased cognitive motor interference.
In conclusion, the MoBI approach provides an excellent methodology by which
neuroscientists can interrogate the underlying neurophysiology of cognitive control processes in
the context of real-time measures of gait, posture and other physical parameters. In this way, we
can move beyond the somewhat artificial constraints of traditional EEG and ERP work,
providing a considerably higher degree of ecological validity to the work we conduct. This is
especially useful in the case of aging where the relationship between decline in cognitive
flexibility and measures of gait and posture disturbances are well-established (Verghese, Wang,
Lipton, Holtzer, & Xue, 2007). MoBI allows for an integrated assessment of these two domains
and we anticipate that it will have significant utility in the early identification of older
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individuals who are at risk for injurious falls, a leading cause of morbidity in this population
(Stevens, 2005). The present results indicate a clear lack of flexibility, both in terms of adjusting
physical behavior and in reconfiguring cognitive control mechanisms at the neural level, in a
cohort of healthy older individuals. It will be of significant interest to contrast these processes in
elderly individuals with and without a history of falls in future work to see if these measures can
distinguish between these groups. It will also be of interest to assess other domains of cognitive
control, such as task-set reconfigurations (Foxe, Murphy, & De Sanctis, 2014; Wylie, Javitt, &
Foxe, 2003) or the maintenance of attentional focus (O'Connell, Dockree, Robertson, et al.,
2009), since these control processes may require greater metacognitive resources and may well
lead to greater CMI effects.
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Table 3.1: Time windows used for the statistical analysis of N2 and P3 component latency and
amplitude on Correction Rejection (CR) trials, Hit trials and difference waves (CRs minus Hits),
computed separately for each age group and task-load condition.
Young

Old

N2 (ms)

P3 (ms)

N2 (ms)

P3 (ms)

Sitting

221-321

371-571

250-350

394-594

Walking

213-313

300-500

249-349

391-591

Sitting

207-307

371-5712

256-356

394-594

Walking

206-306

300-500

265-365

391-591

Sitting

238-338

347-547

253-353

363-563

Walking

221-321

315-515

233-333

377-577

CRs

Hits
Difference
Waves

2

For both age groups, ERPs for Hit trials produced no apparent P3 component (as P3 is often associated

with rare events) thus we used the time window encompassing the P3 for CRs to compute the amplitude
and latency statistics for Hits.
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Figure 3.1: Behavioral performance on the Go/No-Go task for young (top row) and older
participants (bottom row). Reaction times on Go trials, percentage of correct responses on Go
trials (hit rate) and percentage of correct rejections (CR rate) on No-Go trials are shown in black
for sitting (single-task load) and red for walking (dual-task load) conditions.
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Figure 3.2: Average stride time (left column) and stride time variability (right column) is
displayed in milliseconds for young (top row) and older (bottom row) participants, for walkingonly blocks (black) and walking while performing the cognitive task (red).
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Figure 3.3: Grand mean and standard deviation (shading) of frequency spectra averaged across
hit trials over central scalp regions (left panel). Sitting condition is presented in black, walking
red. The right panel depicts box plots of Pearson's correlation coefficients of the spectra
between sitting vs. walking conditions.
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Figure 3.4: Grand mean ERPs for young (n=17) and older (n=16) participants for hits (left
column) and correct rejections (CRs, middle column) to the Go/No-Go task during sitting (black
waveforms) and walking (red waveforms) conditions. Difference waves (CRs minus hits) for
sitting and walking conditions are plotted in the right column. ERPs (average reference) are
displayed at three midline electrode sites over fronto-central, central and centro-parietal scalp
regions.
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Figure 3.5: The topographical distribution of ERP voltage activity across the scalp for correct
response inhibition trials, encompassing the N2 time window (240-340ms) for young adults (top
panel) and older adults (bottom panel). Maps are depicted for sitting (single-task) and walking
(dual-task) conditions averaged across 20ms time intervals.
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Figure 3.6: Topographical distribution of ERP voltage activity across the scalp encompassing
the P3 time window (400-550ms) during correct response inhibition trials for young adults (top
panel) and old adults (bottom panel). Sitting (single-task) and walking (dual-task) conditions are
each depicted averaged across 25ms time intervals.
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3.5.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

1. An analysis of trial acceptance rate following artifact rejection
Given that the current experimental design involved both static and moving recordings, it
was of interest to assess whether trial rejection rates might be consistently different between
conditions, to quantify any such differences, and to ask whether such effects might vary as a
function of age-group. Clearly, the issue of artifact rejection rates and their implications for data
quality will be of interest to those considering the use of MoBI technology. In what follows, we
elaborate on these issues.
The percentage of trials accepted following EEG data preparation and artifact rejection
procedures (i.e., bandpass filtering, automatic rejection for trials with ±75 μV or more than six
bad channels) was computed as a percentage of the total number of trials for each condition type
presented to each participant over the duration of the experiment (please refer to Figure 3.1
below). ANOVA with within-subjects factors of Load (sitting vs. walking) and Trial Type (Go
vs. No-Go) and between-subjects factor of Group revealed a significant main effect of Load
(F1,31 = 15.54, p < .001) demonstrating, rather unsurprisingly, that a greater number of trials were
accepted for sitting blocks compared to walking. Additionally, a main effect for Trial Type (F1,31
= 51.56, p < .001) indicated an overall greater acceptance rate for Go trials compared to No-Go.
Finally, a Load x Trial Type interaction (F1, 31 = 12.40, p < .002) indicated a greater difference
(decline) in the number of trials accepted following the No-Go stimulus for sitting (92%)
compared to the walking (84%) condition (t32 = 4.15, p < .001) while there was slightly lesser
decline in trial acceptance rate between the sitting (96%) and walking (89%) conditions for Go
trials (t32 = 3.39, p = .002). It is worth pointing out that trial acceptance rates were generally
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very good indeed as can be seen in the percentages reported (all > 80%; see Supplementary
Figure 3.1).

Supplementary Figure 3.1: Percentage of Go and No-Go trials accepted for sitting and walking
conditions following EEG artifact rejection procedures.
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2. Number and location of interpolated electrode channels
Following the initial artifact rejection procedures outlined above, electrode channels were
interpolated for trials with less than 6 bad channels using a nearest neighbor spline correction
(Perrin et al., 1987). In response to a reviewer’s query, we computed additional analyses on the
precise number and location of interpolated electrode channels. The number of all rebuilt
channels was extracted for each subject, for each Trial Type (Go, No-Go) and each Task Load
condition (sitting, walking). Because total trial numbers differed due to participants performing
slightly different numbers of blocks as well as the number of trials rejected (before
interpolation), we then computed a ratio for each electrode consisting of: sum of all trials in
which it was interpolated/number of all possible trials (following initial rejections).
Supplementary Figure 3.2 illustrates the frequency with which each electrode channel
was interpolated for each task load condition (sitting vs. walking), compiled across all
participants in each age group. Please note that Go/No-Go trials have been combined. Artifacts
appear to be more prominent over temporal-parietal scalp and frontal regions, which might be
related to increased neck muscles and eye movement artifacts during walking.
To statistically assess differences, we averaged across all channels and computed the
percent of interpolation over all trials. An ANOVA with within-subjects factors of Group and
Condition (Sitting, Walking) revealed a main effect of Group (F1, 63 = 12.72, p < .002) indicating
that overall, higher rates of interpolated channels were evident in young participants (top panel).
There was also a main effect of condition type (F1, 63 = 27.11, p < .001), showing that more
channels were interpolated for walking blocks (red bars). Also, a significant Group x Condition
interaction (F1, 63 = 6.64, p = .012) indicated that while there was no difference in the number of
channels interpolated for young vs. old sitting conditions, for the walking condition young had a
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significantly greater number of channels interpolated compared to old, quite likely a result of
their faster walking speed. For example, on 22% of the trials presented during walking blocks for
young adults, electrode O2 was interpolated, 17% of the trials for P10 and P1, and 15% for
electrode TP7. For the young adult sitting trials, only one channel was interpolated on more than
10% of trials (PO4 = 16%). For old sitting trials the most interpolated channels were FP1 & FP2
(5% each). Finally, the most frequently interpolated channels for old walking trials were FP1 and
FT7 (6% each).
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Supplementary Figure 3.2: Percentage of Go/No-Go trials in which each electrode channel was
interpolated, for young adults (top panel) and older adults (bottom panel) for sitting (blue) and
walking (red) task conditions.
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3. Supplemental analysis of behavioral performance: Inverse Efficiency
In addition to the analysis of Go/No-Go performance reported in the main body of the
manuscript (i.e., reaction times, hit rates and CR rates) inverse efficiency (IE) was computed in
order to take into account both response speed and accuracy in one measure, for an overall index
of task performance. IE is computed by dividing reaction times (RTs) by proportion of correct
responses (Townsend & Ashby, 1983). We used two different measures to better account for
behavioral accuracy on the response inhibition task (see Supplementary Figure 3.3) - the
proportion of correctly withheld responses (CRs) as well as d’, a measure of response sensitivity
(Green & Swets, 1966) computed as z(Hits) – z(False Alarms).
For IE scores computed with the proportion of CRs, ANOVA with the within-subjects
factor of Task Load and the between-subjects factor of Group revealed only a significant main
effect of Group (F 1, 31 = 5.61, p = .024). This effect may be attributed to the much slowed RTs of
the older group. Even though the older participants actually showed higher rates of CRs than the
young group they took significantly more time to respond on Go trials, appearing to exhibit a
speed/accuracy tradeoff. Finally, the analysis of IE computed with d’ revealed no significant
main or interaction effects.
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Supplementary Figure 3.3: Mean Inverse Efficiency scores for the Go/No-Go response
inhibition task calculated by (left panel) dividing reaction times (RTs) by the proportion of
correctly withheld responses (CRs) and by (right panel) dividing RTs by d’. Results from young
and old participant groups are presented for sitting (black) and red (walking) conditions.
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4. Go/No-Go ERPs for frontal electrode channel Fp1
In response to a reviewer’s inquiry about the potential for increased influence of eye
movement on ERPs produced during walking blocks, we have included Supplementary Figure
3.4 (below) illustrating grand mean Go/No-Go ERPs at frontal electrode channel Fp1. Activity
closely resembles evoked potentials recorded at FCz, Cz, and CPz and there appears to be no
indication of greater impact of eye movement on the ERP during walking conditions compared
to sitting.
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Supplementary Figure 3.4: Grand mean ERPs over frontal electrode channel FP1, shown for
young adults (top panel) and old adults (lower panel) for hits (left column), correct rejections
(CRs, middle column) and difference waves (CRs minus hits), during sitting (black waveforms)
and walking (red waveforms) conditions.
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ABSTRACT

To efficiently navigate complex environments the brain must continuously adapt in
response to both external and internal demands. External demands include fluctuating sensory
inputs in the visual, somatosensory and vestibular domains. Walking behavior may also be
influenced by internal demands, including the engagement of a cognitive or attentionally
demanding task, such as following directions or responding to a text message. While behavioral
studies have previously shown modulations in gait and posture under these various conditions of
sensory or cognitive load, much remains unknown regarding the underlying cortical
sensorimotor mechanisms involved in maintaining steady locomotion. Here, we employed a
Mobile Brain/Body Imaging (MoBI) approach, synchronously recording high density EEG and
3D motion capture to track kinematics of the head and feet. Sixteen participants (mean age = 26
years) walked on a treadmill and were presented with three different visual displays. Two
dynamic conditions involved a star field radiating outwards, creating optic flow either with no
perturbations or with continuous mediolateral perturbations. A third visual condition showed
only a static star field, with no optic flow. Additionally, the effects of cognitive load were
assessed by having participants either perform a simple Go/No-Go task (dual-task walking) or
simply walk while not engaging in the task.
The different visual conditions primarily affected gait in that participants walked with
shorter and faster strides, and additionally increased their average step width with optic flow and
visual perturbations, all of which may indicate the adaptation of a more cautious gait. While
engaged in the cognitive task, participants tended to show less variability in gait and head
position as a result of the different visual conditions. Performing the task led to decreased
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average stride time and stride length and variability in head position was significantly reduced in
both the mediolateral and anterior-posterior directions. Using an Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) and dipole-fitting approach, neuro-oscillatory activity was evaluated from eight
source-localized clusters of Independent Components (ICs) averaged across participants. We
analyzed spectral power modulations in the theta (3-7Hz), alpha/mu (8-12Hz), beta (13-30Hz),
and gamma (31-45Hz) frequency bands, and observed significant modulations over occipital,
parietal and frontal clusters of ICs, as a function of optic flow and task load. These findings
provide insight into the neural correlates of gait control, and may be relevant to older adults who
are less able to flexibly adjust to ongoing cognitive and sensory demands while walking.

Keywords: EEG, dual-task design, optic flow, visual perturbations, response inhibition, gait,
ICA, power spectral density
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4.1.

INTRODUCTION

Although we typically take walking for granted, the neural systems that regulate it
perform many complex functions (Rossignol, Dubuc, & Gossard, 2006). Human locomotion
involves the combination of descending pathways from the brainstem to the spinal cord
(Duysens & Van de Crommert, 1998), the involvement of the cerebellum and basal ganglia to
modulate posture and balance (Grillner, Wallen, Saitoh, Kozlov, & Robertson, 2008) and more
recent evidence points to the involvement of cortical motor areas in the coordination of leg
muscle activity (Artoni et al., 2017; T. H. Petersen, Willerslev-Olsen, Conway, & Nielsen,
2012). Moreover, when navigating new or unpredictable environments, cortical resources must
be recruited to integrate numerous sources of sensory information including visual, vestibular,
somatosensory and proprioceptive inputs (Jacobs & Horak, 2007; Varraine, Bonnard, &
Pailhous, 2002), or to attend to cognitively demanding secondary tasks (De Sanctis, Butler,
Malcolm, & Foxe, 2014). Behavioral studies have previously explored adaptations in gait in
response to various manipulations in sensory and cognitive load, however much remains
unknown about the cortical underpinnings of sensorimotor mechanisms during locomotion. Here,
the aim was to assess the effects of both increased environmental (deployed with optic flow
stimuli and visual perturbations) and cognitive load (either engaging in performing a cognitive
task or not) on gait and neuro-oscillatory activity.
Vision provides a fundamental source of information for the control of goal-directed
movements (Lappe, Bremmer, & van den Berg, 1999; W. H. Warren, Jr., Kay, Zosh, Duchon, &
Sahuc, 2001). Optic flow, the visual motion we experience as a result of traveling through our
environment (Lappe & Grigo, 1999) is a powerful signal that can be used to control the
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parameters of our movements. Prior studies have introduced perturbations and experimentally
manipulated visual inputs to better understand how changes in the visual environment contribute
to locomotion. For example, changing the speed of optic flow causes people to modulate their
walking speed accordingly (Prokop, Schubert, & Berger, 1997) and the direction of optic flow
influences heading direction (Butler, Smith, Campos, & Bulthoff, 2010; Lappe et al., 1999; W.
H. Warren & Hannon, 1988). Other studies have employed sinusoidally oscillating visual scenes
and observed anisotropic changes in gait parameters, i.e. measures such as step width variability
increased in magnitude in accordance with the degree and direction of visual perturbations
(O'Connor & Kuo, 2009). Walking in a virtual reality (VR) environment matched to the speed of
the treadmill, Hollman et al. (2006) found that young adults took shorter strides and wider steps,
with increased variability in stride velocity and step width, compared to walking in a non-VR
(i.e., visually static) environment, modulations they characterize as reflecting gait instability
(Hollman, Brey, Robb, Bang, & Kaufman, 2006). Furthermore, likely due to the fact that humans
are more unstable in the ML direction during locomotion (Bauby & Kuo, 2000; Dean,
Alexander, & Kuo, 2007; Donelan, Shipman, Kram, & Kuo, 2004; O'Connor & Kuo, 2009)
previous studies have noted an increased sensitivity to environmental perturbations in the
mediolateral (ML) direction, opposed to those in the anterior-posterior (AP) direction. For
example, ML oscillations introduced into a VR environment in the form of continuous but
unpredictable (pseudo-random) perturbations resulted in participants taking shorter and wider
steps with increased gait variability compared to the no-perturbation condition, but this effect
was not observed with perturbations in the AP direction (McAndrew, Dingwell, & Wilken, 2010;
McAndrew, Wilken, & Dingwell, 2011). These gait adaptations were interpreted as assuming a
more cautious pattern of walking.
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When navigating complex real-world environments, another challenge to walking
behavior is the accommodation of an attentionally demanding secondary task, such as reciting
directions or texting on the phone. Dual-task walking situations have been widely studied in
various laboratory settings and with different populations, for reviews see (Al-Yahya et al., 2011;
Woollacott & Shumway-Cook, 2002). Depending on the type and complexity of the secondary
cognitive task, young adults have typically shown none or minimal costs in the maintenance of
postural control (Woollacott & Shumway-Cook, 2002) and gait stability. However some reported
changes in young adults’ walking as a result of dual-tasking have included reduced gait velocity
(Hollman, Kovash, Kubik, & Linbo, 2007; Springer et al., 2006), reduced cadence and stride
length, increased stride time and stride time variability (Al-Yahya et al., 2011) and decreased
step width variability (Grabiner & Troy, 2005). These modulations have been interpreted as an
adoption of a more conservative gait pattern, and may be explained in terms of a capacity sharing
model of attentional trade-off (Pashler, 1994; Tombu & Jolicoeur, 2003) in which cortical
resources recruited to maintain steady gait become taxed under conditions of increased cognitive
load (O'Shea, Morris, & Iansek, 2002). Additional support for this model comes from findings in
older adults who often exhibit greater costs in the form of gait instability, when engaged in a
cognitive task (Yogev-Seligmann, Hausdorff, & Giladi, 2008). Finally, in non-demented older
adults, declines in executive function were correlated with decreased walking speed (Ble et al.,
2005) and increased gait variability (Springer et al., 2006). These studies provide indirect
evidence of the presence of shared cortical resources for cognitively demanding tasks and the
maintenance of gait stability.
Research using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and motor imagery
(Bakker et al., 2008), as well as functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) (Harada, Miyai,
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Suzuki, & Kubota, 2009; Miyai et al., 2001) and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) (N. T.
Petersen et al., 2001; N. T. Petersen, Pyndt, & Nielsen, 2003), have provided additional evidence
of cortical involvement in walking behavior. But due to the slow temporal resolution of
hemodynamic measures, EEG, with its portability, relative low cost and excellent temporal
resolution, has emerged as the method of choice to assess electrocortical functioning during
active movements. When utilized in concert with body motion tracking this approach is referred
to as Mobile Brain/Body Imaging (MoBI) (Gramann et al., 2011; Gramann, Jung, Ferris, Lin, &
Makeig, 2014; Makeig, Gramann, Jung, Sejnowski, & Poizner, 2009). Recent MoBI studies from
our group and others have established the viability (De Sanctis, Butler, Green, Snyder, & Foxe,
2012; Gramann, Gwin, Bigdely-Shamlo, Ferris, & Makeig, 2010) and long-term reliability
(Malcolm et al., 2017) of recording event-related potentials (ERPs) reflecting cognitive
processes during treadmill and outdoor (De Vos, Gandras, & Debener, 2014) walking.
Additional studies have employed the MoBI approach to measure differences in electrocortical
activity and gait at varying levels of walking speed (De Sanctis et al., 2014; Kline, Poggensee, &
Ferris, 2014), and have assessed age-related differences in behavior, gait and ERPs during dualtask walking (Malcolm, Foxe, Butler, & De Sanctis, 2015).
Other MoBI studies have provided evidence of suppression of oscillatory activity over
motor cortex during walking (Cevallos et al., 2015; Presacco, Goodman, Forrester, & ContrerasVidal, 2011) compared to standing, signifying increased activations during motion compared to
at rest (Wagner et al., 2012), in agreement with prior research showing that efficient motor
actions are associated with alpha (8-12Hz) and beta band (13-35Hz) rhythms, such as local field
desynchronizations over sensorimotor and parietal cortex (Pfurtscheller, 2000; Pfurtscheller,
Graimann, Huggins, Levine, & Schuh, 2003). Recording EEG activity during locomotion,
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researchers have also begun to investigate the cortical dynamics associated with different phases
of the gait cycle during steady-state walking (Gwin, Gramann, Makeig, & Ferris, 2011; T. H.
Petersen et al., 2012; Severens, Nienhuis, Desain, & Duysens, 2012), walking in synchrony with
pacing tones (Wagner, Makeig, Gola, Neuper, & Muller-Putz, 2016) and when experiencing a
loss of balance (Sipp, Gwin, Makeig, & Ferris, 2013). In an effort to explore the
neurophysiological correlates of active vs. passive locomotion, Wagner et al. (2012) recorded
EEG while participants walked in a Lokomat machine for robotic-assisted walking rehabilitation
(Wagner et al., 2012). Spectral patterns over sensorimotor cortical areas revealed significant
modulations in mu (8-12Hz), beta (18-21Hz) and gamma (25-40Hz) band frequencies, as well as
activity that may represent the transition from stance to swing phase of the gait cycle.
A major issue in obtaining informative event-related cortical activity during walking is
the presence of movement-related artifacts. While gait-specific activity has been identified in
low EEG frequencies <10Hz (Castermans, Duvinage, Cheron, & Dutoit, 2014; Gwin, Gramann,
Makeig, & Ferris, 2010; Kline, Huang, Snyder, & Ferris, 2015; Presacco, Forrester, & ContrerasVidal, 2012), several different groups have investigated different approaches that may be
employed to successfully isolate and remove head movement and gait artifacts from cortical
signals (Gwin et al., 2010; Kline et al., 2015; Nathan & Contreras-Vidal, 2015; Severens et al.,
2012; K. L. Snyder, Kline, Huang, & Ferris, 2015). One approach involves using independent
components analysis (ICA), already shown to be effective at separating eye and muscle-related
noise from EEG signals obtained during seated tasks (Delorme, Sejnowski, & Makeig, 2007;
Jung et al., 2000), combined with dipole fitting procedures that model independent components
(ICs) as equivalent current dipoles (Oostenveld & Oostendorp, 2002), to accurately localize the
resulting neural sources. Snyder et al. (2015) recently tested this tactic by recording EEG over a
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silicone swim cap, thus blocking all real electrophysiological activity, and demonstrated that ICA
and dipole fitting procedures accurately isolated 99% of non-neural sources by location (outside
of the brain) or by a lack of dipolar characteristics (K. L. Snyder et al., 2015).
Here, we employed a MoBI approach with young adult participants to evaluate the effects
of environmental load, in the form of three different visual conditions (consistent optic flow,
optic flow with visual perturbations and static) as well as cognitive load, on gait and
electrocortical dynamics. Spatiotemporal measures of gait and variability in head movement
were captured with kinematics recordings. Spectral power was obtained from high-density EEG
using an ICA and dipole fitting procedure. Independent Component cluster models were then
used to identify modulations in average spectral activity across participants as a result of optic
flow and cognitive task load. We hypothesized that increased load during walking would lead to
a more conservative and more variable pattern of gait. Furthermore, previous literature has
reported increased cortical excitability exhibited in the form of power reductions, or
desynchronization, in the alpha frequency band over occipital regions during visual processing
(Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999), as well as in the mu and beta bands before and during
movements (Pfurtscheller & Klimesch, 1991; Wagner et al., 2012). In line with these findings,
we predicted that increased sensory load (optic flow vs. static) and cognitive load (processing
letters vs. not processing letters) would lead to a decrease in alpha power over occipital regions,
and decreased mu and beta power over sensorimotor cortex. Finally, based on literature linking
increased alpha power over parietal regions to attentional mechanisms used to suppress taskirrelevant information (Foxe & Snyder, 2011), we predicted that sensory load, particularly
unreliable visual scene motion in the form of mediolateral perturbations, would result in
increased alpha power over parietal cortex.
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4.2.

METHODS

Participants
Eighteen healthy young adults participated in the experiment. Data from two participants
were excluded due to technical issues; therefore results reported here were derived from sixteen
individuals (five females) with a mean age of 25.6 years (SD = 4.5 years). All individuals
reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were free from any neurological, psychiatric
or locomotor disorders. Participants were recruited from the lab’s existing subject pool and from
flyers posted at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine. The Institutional Review Board of the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine approved the experimental procedures and all participants
provided their written informed consent. All procedures were compliant with the principles laid
out in the Declaration of Helsinki for the responsible conduct of research.

Stimuli and procedure
While walking on the treadmill, participants were presented with a full-field visual
display consisting of a star field (200 randomly placed white dots projected onto a black
background). In the two dynamic optic flow conditions, the stars emanated outward from a
central focus of expansion point, either moving steadily with no visual perturbations (NOP) or
oscillating with continuous perturbations in the mediolateral direction (MLP). Optic flow was
programmed from:

D(t) = A × sin(0.4×2πt)
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Where D(t) was the translation distance (m), A was the amplitude of displacement and t was time
(sec). Sinusoidal perturbations in the ML direction were applied at amplitudes of 0 (NOP
condition) or 0.12 m (MLP condition). The frequency selected (0.4 Hz) was within the range of
those used in previous studies of human gait (McAndrew et al., 2010; O'Connor & Kuo, 2009).
The star field moved in this manner throughout the duration of a three-minute walking block. A
static condition was also employed in which the same number of stars were randomly presented
across the visual field projection but did not move, i.e., no optic flow. Participants were
instructed to keep their eyes fixed on a central fixation cross.
In addition to these three visual conditions, participants were presented with a Go/No-Go
response inhibition task. Stimuli consisting of letters were shown in the center of the visual field,
not interfering with the optic flow. During ‘Task’ blocks, participants were instructed to engage
in the cognitive task by responding quickly and accurately to the frequently-occurring Go trials
by clicking a wireless mouse button following the presentation of the letter ‘O’, while
withholding responses during infrequent No-Go trials, designated by the presentation of the letter
‘X.’ The probability of Go and No-Go trials was 0.80 and 0.20, respectively. The duration of
each letter was 400ms with a random stimulus-onset-asynchrony (SOA) ranging from 600800ms. Response inhibition performance was assessed by a participant’s percentage of Correct
Rejection (CR) trials, defined as when a response was correctly withheld following a No-Go
stimulus. In order to evaluate the effect of cognitive task load on gait and EEG spectral power,
half of the experiment was performed as ‘No-Task’ blocks, in which the Go/No-Go stimuli were
shown but participants were instructed not to respond to the task, or to cognitively engage in the
task. Images were projected centrally (InFocus XS1 DLP, 1024 x 768 pixel) onto a black wall
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approximately 1.5m in front of the participant. The stimulus display was programmed with
Presentation software version 18.1 (Neurobehavioral Systems, Berkeley, CA).
With the two factors of visual condition (static, optic flow with no perturbation, optic
flow with mediolateral perturbation) and cognitive task (task performance or no-task
performance), this design resulted in a total of six different experimental conditions. Each
participant performed three blocks of each condition, resulting in a total of 18 blocks, each
lasting three minutes. All conditions were conducted in a pseudo-random order, counterbalanced
across participants, and a practice block was performed before undertaking the main experiment.
Several rest breaks were provided in between blocks. Participants self-selected their walking
speed at the beginning of the experiment and maintained that speed throughout. Average walking
speed was 3.9 km/hr (range: 3.2–4.5 km/hr). All subjects walked while wearing comfortable
shoes and a safety harness. See Figure 4.1 for a representation of the recording set-up. No
specific task prioritization instructions (i.e., walking versus cognitive task) were given, other
than for participants to direct their gaze towards the central fixation cross (and presentation of
task-relevant letters) during no-task as well as task blocks.

Kinematics recording
Three-dimensional kinematic data were collected at 100Hz using a 9-camera Optitrack
infrared motion capture system and Arena v.1.5 acquisition software (Natural Point). Each
participant wore 10 reflective markers: four were placed on the head (attached to the EEG cap,
right and left sides, front and back), and three markers were placed on each foot. These were
placed over the participants’ shoes, on the calcanei, the second and the fifth distal metatarsals.
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Electrophysiological recording
Continuous EEG was recorded with a 72-channel BioSemi ActiveTwo system (digitized
at 512Hz; 0.05 to 100 Hz pass-band, 24 dB/octave). Stimuli from Presentation software were
transmitted to BioSemi Actiview via a parallel cable. Time-synchronized acquisition of stimulus
triggers, behavioral responses, EEG and rigid body motion tracking was conducted with Lab
Streaming Layer software (Swartz Center for Computational Neuroscience, UCSD, available at:
https://github.com/sccn/labstreaminglayer).

Data Analysis
All EEG and kinematic data analyses were performed using custom MATLAB scripts
(MathWorks, Natick, MA) and EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004).

Kinematics
Heel strikes were computed from the heel marker trajectory, using an automated peakpicking function (MATLAB custom scripts) and confirmed by manual inspection, to identify the
point where the heel marker was at the most anterior point in the anterior-posterior direction
(Dingwell, John, & Cusumano, 2010; Zeni, Richards, & Higginson, 2008). Individual strides
were defined as consecutive heel strikes of the same foot. Responses to visual optic flow and
cognitive task load on the gait cycle were assessed by three dependent measures. Stride time
(ST) was defined as the time between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot, while Stride
length (SL) was calculated as the sum of each pair of consecutive step lengths that made up each
stride (Alton, Baldey, Caplan, & Morrissey, 1998; Dingwell & Cusumano, 2015). Step width
(SW) was computed as the lateral distance between the two heel markers at the time of right heel
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strike (Kang & Dingwell, 2008; Kline et al., 2014; Owings & Grabiner, 2004). The means and
standard deviations of each of these measures were calculated for each block of each condition,
for each participant. Finally, the mean SD of the head markers in the mediolateral and anteriorposterior directions was used as a measure of postural stability and overall variability in
movement position on the treadmill. The SD was calculated for each block separately, and then
averaged over conditions, then subjects.

EEG and power spectral density
EEG data were first high-pass filtered at 1Hz using a zero phase FIR filter (order 5632)
(Winkler, Debener, Muller, & Tangermann, 2015). Then all blocks for each subject were
concatenated into one dataset. Noisy channels were identified and removed by visual inspection
and by automatic detection of channels with signals more than five times the standard deviation
of the mean across all channels. The remaining channels were re-referenced to a common
average reference. Continuous data were then subjected to a manual visual inspection resulting in
the rejection of any sequences that contained large or non-stereotypical artifacts. An extended
Independent Components Analysis (ICA) decomposition was performed on the remaining data
using default training mode parameters (Makeig, Bell, Jung, & Sejnowski, 1996). ICA separates
various generators of task-evoked cortical activity to help distinguish and separate from
artifactual sources such as electrical noise, eye blinks, neck muscles and walking-related artifacts
such as cable sway (Jung et al., 2000).
The resulting Independent Components (ICs) were then coregistered with a standard MNI
(Montreal Neurological Institute) boundary element head model and fit with single equivalent
current dipole models using the DIPFIT toolbox in EEGLAB (Delorme, Palmer, Onton,
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Oostenveld, & Makeig, 2012; Oostenveld & Oostendorp, 2002). Only ICs for which the
estimated dipole model was located within the brain and explained > 85% of the variance of the
IC scalp map were retained (Gwin et al., 2011). These were then examined and any that were
clearly artifactual were rejected; these could have included activity originating from eye blinks,
bad electrodes and muscle noise. Rejection criteria were based on topography, spectra,
component activation time course, and dipole location (Jung et al., 2000). Following this
procedure there were an average of 10 brain related ICs per participant (ranging from 6 to 16
ICs) for use in further analyses. Presumably, these ICs reflect activity generated in cortical
sources close to the location of their equivalent dipole model (Akalin Acar & Makeig, 2013).
Remaining ICs were then clustered across participants with EEGLAB clustering routines using
the parameters of 3-D dipole location, scalp topography and power spectra (3-45Hz) (Onton &
Makeig, 2006). Using principal components analysis, these feature vectors were reduced to 10
principal components and clustered using a k-means algorithm implemented in EEGLAB. Kmeans is a well-known clustering algorithm that requires no prior information about the
associations of data points with clusters. ICs that were further than three standard deviations
from any of the resulting cluster centers were identified as outliers. Finally, only clusters that
included ICs from at least half of the participants were retained, resulting in the eight clusters
reported below.
For the spectral analysis, we chose to look at the neural oscillatory pattern resulting from
component activations, in comparison to the data from separate channels, since independent
components may explain the activity of one brain EEG source or a specific cognitive function,
whereas channel activations are the result of summed potentials volume-conducted from
different parts of the brain (Onton, Westerfield, Townsend, & Makeig, 2006). Even though EEG
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does not have the spatial resolution of fMRI, this technique has been shown to provide a spatial
resolution of around a few centimeters (Mullen, Acar, Worrell, & Makeig, 2011). Power spectral
density (PSD) was computed using Welch’s method, separately for each IC and for each of the
six experimental conditions. Periodograms were obtained in windows of 512 samples (1 sec), an
fft length of 1024, with 50% overlap, and windowed with a Hamming window of the same
length as the segment. Similar parameters were used to calculate spectra for ICs in a previous
MoBI study (K. L. Snyder et al., 2015). The resulting periodograms were averaged over the ICs
in each cluster to produce an estimation of the absolute PSD for four frequency bands of interest:
theta (3-7Hz), alpha (8-12Hz), beta (13-30Hz) and gamma (31-45Hz).

Statistical analyses
Cognitive task performance was analyzed with a one-way repeated-measure ANOVA,
with the factor of visual load (static, no perturbation optic flow and ML optic flow). Gait and
posture data were analyzed with 2 (Task Load) x 3 (Visual Load) repeated measures ANOVAs.
Because walking speed has a direct relationship with stride length and stride time (Dingwell et
al., 2010; Kang & Dingwell, 2008) walking speed was included as a covariate in the analysis of
these gait parameters. The covariate was mean-centered, i.e., deviations from the mean speed
were used instead of the raw values, to avoid interfering with the test of the main effects
(Delaney & Maxwell, 1981). For the analysis of power spectral density (PSD), separate twofactor (task load, visual condition) repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed for each IC
cluster and frequency band of interest. Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied when
appropriate, but original degrees of freedom have been reported. All statistical analyses were
performed using IBM SPSS (v. 24).
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4.3.

RESULTS

Cognitive Task Performance
Figure 4.2 shows the percentage of Correct Rejections (CRs) for each visual condition
(static, no perturbation optic flow and optic flow with ML perturbations). No differences were
found for response inhibition performance as a function of the visual condition employed (p =
.76), indicating that participants were able to perform the Go/No-Go task equally well regardless
of the dynamic state of the star field.

Gait and Posture
Average and mean SD of stride time, stride length and step width for all six conditions
are presented in Figure 4.3.
Stride Time: For the parameter of average stride time, there was a main effect of task load, F1, 14
= 8.51, p < .05, and an interaction between task load and visual condition, F2, 28 = 3.99, p < .05.
Follow-up paired comparisons showed that, averaged over all visual conditions, participants took
significantly faster strides when engaged in the task (Mean = 1179ms, SD = 75) compared to the
no-task blocks (Mean = 1189ms, SD = 79), t15 = 3.02, p < .01. Furthermore, for the no-task
conditions, participants exhibited increasingly faster strides with increasing levels of visual load.
The slowest strides were observed for the static no-task condition, closely followed by the no
perturbation optic flow condition. On the other hand, during the task blocks, there was minimal
difference in average stride time according to visual stimuli. Averaging across task conditions
revealed significantly longer strides for the no-perturbation optic flow condition in comparison to
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the presentation of ML perturbations (p < .05). For the measure of average stride time variability,
no significant effects were found.

Stride Length: There was a main effect of visual condition on average stride length, F2,
3.59, p < .05, as well as a significant effect of task load, F1,
interaction was observed between these two factors, F2,

28

14

28

=

= 11.85, p < .005, and an

= 5.43, p < .01. In line with the

findings outlined above for Stride Time, participants took significantly shorter strides when
engaged in the task (Mean = 1423mm, SD = 115) compared to not performing the task (Mean =
1438mm, SD = 122), t15 = 3.5, p < .005. The effect of visual condition on average stride length
exhibited the greatest difference between the static star field condition in which participants took
overall longer strides, compared to the ML visual perturbations (p < .05). This effect also
appeared to be most prominent for the no-task blocks, as stride length progressively decreased
with the dynamic optic flow and even more so as perturbations were applied to the star field. For
stride length variability no effects reached the level of significance, though interestingly, strides
tended to be more variable when participants observed the dynamic optic flow and were not
engaged in the cognitive task.

Step Width: There was a significant effect of the visual condition on average step width, F2, 28 =
7.14, p < .005, reflecting the fact that compared to the static visual condition, participants walked
with wider steps during the no perturbation optic flow blocks (p < .005) as well as with ML
perturbations (p < .05), regardless of whether they performed the cognitive task. Average step
width variability exhibited a robust effect of task load, F1,

14

= 11.77, p < .005, with more
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variable step widths across all visual conditions when not performing the cognitive task (Mean =
16.2mm, SD = 4.8), compared to during task blocks (Mean = 14.5mm, SD = 3.7).

Mean SD of head position: Figure 4.4 shows the mean SD of head position in the ML direction
(left) and anterior-posterior (AP) direction (right). For head position variability in the ML
direction, there was a main effect of task load, F1,

15

= 8.56, p = .01, indicating decreased

variability in head position in the lateral direction when performing the cognitive task (Mean =
26.7mm, SD = 9.2) in contrast to walking without engaging in the task (Mean = 29.6mm, SD =
10.8).
For the average variability in head position in the AP direction, there was a main effect of
cognitive task load, F1, 15 = 10.12, p < .01, as well as an interaction between cognitive load and
visual condition, F2, 30 = 7.33, p < .005. This effect was indicative of increased variability on the
no-task blocks (Mean = 44.7mm, SD = 19.2) compared to performing the task (Mean = 33.5mm,
SD = 18.0), and while the different task blocks were shown to maintain a similar level of
variability, the no-task conditions showed a decrease in variability from the static visual
condition, to the no perturbation optic flow, and then even more so with the introduction of ML
perturbations.

Power spectral density
Table 4.1 lists the specifics (number of ICs and subjects included in each cluster and the
approximate anatomical location (Brodmann area and Tailarach coordinates) of cluster centroids)
of the eight clusters that were localized to cortical areas and composed of ICs from at least half
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of the participants. Clusters of electrocortical sources spatially localized to occipital, parietal and
frontal cortices are illustrated in Figure 4.5.
Three clusters were located over occipital cortex. Scalp topography, dipole location (blue
dots indicate the location of each IC, red dots represent the cluster centroid) and average power
spectral density (PSD) for these clusters are presented in Figure 4.6. For the cluster located over
medial occipital cortex, no significant modulations were found in the PSD of any frequency
bands according to task load or visual condition. In contrast, for the right occipital cluster, robust
differences in spectral power attributable to the presentation of the three different visual
conditions were found in theta, F2,

22

= 8.94, p < .001 and alpha, F2,

22

= 21.50, p < .001,

frequencies, with a smaller effect observed in the beta range, F2, 22 = 4.18, p = .05. The same
pattern emerged for the lower frequencies (theta and alpha) in that there was on average higher
spectral power for the static conditions compared to both dynamic optic flow conditions (p <
.05), but no difference between the two optic flow conditions (p > .05). For the beta range, higher
power was observed for the static conditions compared to the no perturbation optic flow (p <
.01), but no significant differences were found between the static and ML optic flow or between
the two dynamic conditions (p > .05). Furthermore, there was a strong effect of task load on
alpha spectral power, F1, 11 = 14.15, p < .005, with higher power over all three no-task conditions
compared to when participants performed the cognitive task. Finally, a significant interaction
between task load and visual condition was found for gamma band power, F2, 22 = 4.96, p < .05,
indicating that while spectral power remained relatively consistent across the visual conditions
when participants engaged in the cognitive task, when they did not perform the task gamma
power remained high for the static visual condition but decreased greatly during the no
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perturbation optic flow blocks, and decreased to a lesser extent with ML perturbations in optic
flow.
For the IC cluster located in left occipital cortex, modulations in spectral power were
only observed in the alpha frequency range. There was a robust effect of visual condition, F2, 26 =
10.76, p < .005, with higher alpha power observed for the static visual condition compared to
both dynamic conditions (p < .001) but no difference apparent between the two dynamic
conditions (p > .05). There was also a trend towards higher alpha power on no-task blocks, F1, 13
= 4.52, p = .053, compared to blocks when participants engaged in the cognitive task.
Figure 4.7 shows scalp topography, dipole location and power spectra for one cluster
over left temporal cortex and two clusters located over right parietal cortex. For the cluster
localized to the left superior temporal gyrus, the different visual conditions had a significant
effect on both theta band (F2, 22 = 7.00, p < .05) and alpha band (F2, 22 = 9.65, p = .001) spectral
power. Both frequency bands showed significantly greater power during the static visual blocks
compared to both dynamic optic flow conditions (p < .05), with no differences between the two
dynamic conditions (p > .05). Additionally, no differences were apparent at higher frequencies.
For the cluster localized to the right inferior parietal lobule, the only significant difference in
spectral power was observed for the factor of visual condition in the alpha frequency range, F 2, 18
= 5.94, p = .01. Again, regardless of task load, there was higher alpha power during the static star
field blocks in comparison to both of the optic flow conditions (p < .05), but there was no
difference in power between the two dynamic star field displays (p > .05).
Significant modulations in spectral power as a result of visual condition were observed in
the cluster of ICs located over medial parietal cortex, localized to the precuneus. This effect
occurred across all frequency bands of interest: theta (F2, 28 = 20.09, p < .001), alpha (F2, 28 =
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15.63, p = .001), beta (F2,

28

= 10.33, p < .001), and gamma (F2,

28

= 3.66, p < .05). For

frequencies in the theta, alpha and beta bands, significantly greater power was observed for the
static condition compared to both the no perturbation optic flow (p < .01), and the ML
perturbation condition (p < .01), but there was no difference between the two optic flow
conditions (p > .05). In the gamma range only a significant difference between static and ML
perturbations was observed (p < .05) but there was no difference between static and no
perturbation or between the two optic flow conditions (both p > .05). For the alpha and beta
frequency bands differences were also observed in spectral power linked to cognitive task
engagement: alpha (F1, 14 = 21.07, p < .001), beta (F1, 14 = 13.16, p < .005). For both, overall
higher power was found for the no-task blocks compared to when participants performed the
task. Finally, for frequencies in the alpha range there was an interaction between task load and
visual condition, F2, 28 = 5.94, p < .01, indicating that while either performing the cognitive task
or not, average alpha power decreased between the static visual condition to the no-perturbation
optic flow condition, whereas a different result was observed with the introduction of ML
perturbations. When performing the task, average power continued to decrease when
perturbations were introduced into the optic flow, but when not engaged in the task, power
actually increased with the ML perturbations.
The final two clusters located over frontal cortical areas including the supplementary
motor area and the anterior cingulate are depicted in Figure 4.8. For the cluster located over
supplementary motor area, significant changes in spectral power were found in the theta range
linked to task performance, F1, 22 = 9.41, p < .01, representing the effect that average spectral
power was higher when subjects performed the cognitive task compared to when they did not.
Significant effects of the visual condition on spectral power were observed in the theta (F2, 44 =
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5.00, p < .05), alpha (F2, 44 = 29.52, p < .001) and beta (F2, 44 = 17.20, p < .001) bands. For alpha
and beta this was reflected in the fact that higher spectral power was observed for the static
condition compared to both no perturbations (p < .001) and ML perturbations (p < .001),
whereas no difference occurred between the two dynamic conditions (p > .05). For the theta
range, spectral power during the ML perturbation conditions were significantly lower compared
to presentation of the static star field (p < .001), as well as the no perturbation optic flow (p <
.05), while there was no difference between the static and no perturbation conditions (p > .05).
Additionally, for frequencies in the alpha range, there was a significant interaction between task
load and visual condition, F2,

44

= 5.77, p < .05, indicating that the average spectral power

remained approximately the same between task conditions for both the static and no perturbation
star field displays, however with ML visual perturbations spectral power increased during notask blocks but decreased with task engagement.
Finally, for the IC cluster located to anterior cingulate cortex, significant changes in
spectral power were observed only in lower frequencies. The visual condition significantly
affected spectral power in both the theta (F2, 28 = 10.16, p < .001) and alpha (F2, 28 = 10.13, p <
.001) frequency ranges. This effect was indicative of greater power for the static visual condition
compared to both the no perturbation optic flow (p < .005) and the ML perturbation optic flow (p
< .005), but no difference was apparent between the two dynamic conditions (p > .05).
Additionally, in the theta range, spectral power significantly increased during performance of the
cognitive task in comparison to no-task blocks, across all three visual conditions, F1, 14 = 11.61, p
< .005.
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4.4.

DISCUSSION

Effects of optic flow and cognitive load on gait

The objective of the current experiment was to examine changes in gait and cortical
network activity in response to the presence of optic flow stimuli, as well as the engagement or
lack of engagement in a cognitive task. During two dynamic visual conditions a pattern of optic
flow created by the movement of a star field radiating outwards generated a sense of forward
movement. The optic flow either moved steadily (no perturbations) or oscillated with continuous
mediolateral (ML) perturbations. Sensory load, presented here in the form of optic flow, did not
result in decrements in task performance, i.e., there were no costs in the behavioral domain as a
result of the different visual conditions. Conversely, both sensory and cognitive load had
significant effects in the motor domain. Participants took shorter strides as cognitive and sensory
load increased. Average step width also increased with visual load, with wider steps during both
optic flow conditions compared to the static star field. However, the interactions observed
between cognitive and sensory load for the measures of stride time/length and head position in
the AP direction reveal that optic flow modulates gait more so when participants are disengaged
from the cognitive task. For example, participants made faster and shorter strides during both
optic flow conditions compared to the static condition, when they were not engaged in the task.
Also, during no-task blocks, average head position variability in the anterior-posterior (AP)
direction decreased as the amount of visual load increased, i.e., in the presence of optic flow and
even more so with the introduction of ML perturbations. These findings likely indicate the
engagement of a more conservative pattern of gait with increased load: shorter and wider steps,
and the maintenance of a more consistent position along the length of the treadmill. This may be
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indicative of increased allocation of sensorimotor resources in order to accommodate potentially
destabilizing sensory load.
The primary effect of increased cognitive load on gait appeared to be a reduction in
walking variability. When performing the inhibitory control task, participants exhibited
decreased variability in step width and head position in both directions. These findings suggest
that cognitive task engagement actually led to a more consistent pattern of motor behavior.
Participants adopted a more stereotyped manner of walking, with less stride-to-stride fluctuations
when attention was bound to the Go/No-Go task. Prior dual-task walking (DTW) findings seem
to go along with these results, as Grabiner & Troy (2005) also observed decreased step width
variability and more conservative gait under cognitive load (Grabiner & Troy, 2005).
Additionally, Lovden et al. (2008) observed that when young adults performed a moderately
difficult cognitive task, gait variability decreased (Lovden, Schaefer, Pohlmeyer, &
Lindenberger, 2008). They contend that an external focus of attention is beneficial to motor
performance, and that there will be no cross-domain competition, resulting in costs, as long as
cognitive load remains moderate (Lovden et al., 2008).
Interestingly, when the ML perturbations were applied to the optic flow, participants
often did not exhibit increased movement in that direction, in relation to the no-perturbation
optic flow. This was somewhat surprising considering that other studies have observed effects
such as changes in posture and increased variability in gait and dynamic stability (McAndrew et
al., 2011) in response to ML visual perturbations. One possible reason that this may have
occurred is that participants in this study walked in a safety harness and wore an EEG cap, with
electrodes tethered to an overhead platform. Another explanation for the relative lack of
modulation in body position in the ML direction is that participants may have become
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accustomed to the perturbations over time and were able to ‘entrain’ their walking behavior to
accommodate them. Because the ML visual oscillations were constant for the duration of each
three-minute block, in contrast to some studies that have employed pseudo-random perturbations
(McAndrew et al., 2010; McAndrew et al., 2011), participants here may have unconsciously
come to predict the effect that oscillations may have had on body position and adjusted their gait
accordingly. For example, Brady et al (2009) applied continuous ML perturbations to the
treadmill surface and observed that within five minutes people showed adaptation in the form of
entrainment and began to time their steps to occur in line with the phase of oscillation applied
(Brady, Peters, & Bloomberg, 2009). Also, in a very recent study, young adults quickly adapted
to continuous mediolateral optic flow perturbations by taking shorter, wider and more variable
steps, until after approximately three minutes step length and width returned to normal
(unperturbed) levels, while variability did not (Thompson & Franz, 2017). The authors attribute
these results to visuomotor adaptation processes – the return of step length and width to normal
levels as visual perturbations continued likely reflects a deprioritization of visual inputs while
presumably other inputs, such as vestibular and proprioceptive modalities were up-regulated. On
the other hand, they point to the sustained increase in variability as indicative of a necessary,
reactive step-to-step balance control strategy.
There were a few gait parameters in which a significant difference was found between the
two optic flow conditions (e.g., shorter strides and less variability in AP head position with
added ML perturbations). These findings are consistent with other studies that have employed
constant, sinusoidal oscillations and have still observed changes in measures such as step width
(O'Connor & Kuo, 2009) and stride length variability. It is possible that when people come to
predict the environmental perturbations, they will exhibit consistent changes in gait to better
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accommodate them. For example, that participants walked with faster and shorter strides and
increased step width could be interpreted as a more cautious gait approach in response to sensory
load. Furthermore, walking on a treadmill requires the strict regulation of both walking speed
and position, but Dingwell (2015) showed that young adults regulated stride-to-stride
fluctuations in walking by prioritizing speed maintenance, not their position in the anteriorposterior direction, therefore letting themselves drift to the front and back of the treadmill before
correcting (Dingwell & Cusumano, 2015). This notion may explain the current finding of
increased influence of visual flow on head position variability only in the AP direction, not the
ML direction. When walking without additional cognitive load, participants may have allowed
themselves to drift forwards and backwards on the treadmill, especially during the static no-task
condition (perhaps the least attentionally demanding).

Modulations in power spectral density
Following an Independent Components Analysis (ICA) and dipole-fitting procedure,
neuro-oscillatory activity was evaluated from eight source-localized clusters of Independent
Components (ICs). To identify modulation in the power content across different frequencies as a
function of visual load and cognitive task engagement, power spectral density (PSD) was
calculated for each condition in each IC, and then averaged over all ICs in each cluster. These
results provide new information about the frequency-related effects of optic flow stimulation and
task load on brain activity during locomotion. The locations of the IC clusters reported here were
similar to locations cited in other mobile EEG studies (Gwin et al., 2011; Kline, Huang, Snyder,
& Ferris, 2016; Sipp et al., 2013; Wagner et al., 2012): three clusters were located over occipital
cortical areas, one cluster localized to the left superior temporal gyrus, right inferior parietal
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lobule, the precuneus in the parietal lobe, and two frontal clusters over supplementary motor area
and anterior cingulate cortex. Results indicate a widely distributed cortical network exhibiting
task-specific fluctuations in spectral power.

Occipital Region
Other than the IC cluster over medial occipital cortex where no significant modulations
were observed, all other clusters exhibited significant changes in the spectral power of lower
frequencies (theta and alpha) linked to visual presentation and optic flow. For the right occipital
cluster, average spectral power was reduced in the theta, alpha and beta ranges, with increased
visual flow inputs. In the left occipital cluster, this effect was also seen, but only in the alpha
range. Additionally, decreased alpha power was also observed in the right occipital cluster as
participants processed the Go/No-Go task letters; with a trend towards this effect in the left
occipital cluster as well. Alpha band oscillations have long been shown to play an important role
in directing attention, for a review see (Foxe & Snyder, 2011). Desynchronization in the alpha
band over occipital regions is assumed to reflect cortical excitation related to various stages of
stimulus processing (Pfurtscheller, Stancak, & Neuper, 1996), thus the reduction in alpha power
when presented with increased visual demands in the form of optic flow. Furthermore, EEG
studies of parieto-occipital alpha band activity have revealed a more sophisticated role as a
mechanism involved in selectively attending to relevant information in the environment (Foxe,
Simpson, & Ahlfors, 1998; Foxe & Snyder, 2011; Kelly, Lalor, Reilly, & Foxe, 2006; A. C.
Snyder & Foxe, 2010; Worden, Foxe, Wang, & Simpson, 2000). Presumably this paradigm
required participants to selectively disengage from processing the distracting optic flow
information when they were performing the task, reflected as synchronization in alpha power
over cortical regions dedicated to optic flow processing. Subsequently, during the blocks in
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which they saw the Go/No-Go letters but were instructed to not engage cognitively, an effortful,
top-down recruitment strategy would likely be employed in order to ignore the letters, i.e.,
synchronization in alpha to inhibit processing, but at the same time suppress any potentially
destabilizing information from the dynamic star field. Gait results indicate the adoption of a
progressively more conservative manner of walking with increased visual input but no task
engagement. Consequently, it seems that even though the optic flow lent no meaningful
information to walking behavior, on some level participants did pay attention to and process this
information. Thus, these findings may indicate a flexible deployment of enhanced alpha band
activity to selectively suppress to-be-ignored aspects of this complex environment (Dockree,
Kelly, Foxe, Reilly, & Robertson, 2007; Foxe & Snyder, 2011; Worden et al., 2000). This
pattern of results is consistent with alpha desynchronization not simply due to visual stimulation
but being specifically task driven (Kelly et al., 2006; Klimesch, 2012), a theory that goes along
with the current finding of a greater desynchronization in alpha power when individuals also
engaged in the task.
There was also an interaction between cognitive and sensory load in the gamma range
(31-45Hz) in the right occipital cluster. Here, gamma power increased while participants were
engaged in the Go/No-Go task, then decreased as they disengaged during no-task conditions,
though only while exposed to optical flow. Sustained attention requires ongoing activation of
task-relevant regions and evidence links gamma in sensory cortices as a mechanism to enhance
processing of task-relevant sensory inputs (Clayton, Yeung, & Cohen Kadosh, 2015). Previous
studies have also reported enhancement of gamma band activity during visuospatial attention
tasks (Siegel, Donner, Oostenveld, Fries, & Engel, 2007) and gamma power has been associated
with task complexity (Fitzgibbon, Pope, Mackenzie, Clark, & Willoughby, 2004). However, if
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sustained gamma power in this region is indeed related to sustained task engagement, it is an
open question as to why the static no-task condition maintained a higher average spectral power
in relation to the other no-task conditions.

Left Superior Temporal Gyrus
A main effect of visual condition was observed for theta and alpha activity in this region,
with reductions in spectral power associated with increased optical flow input. Animal studies
have shown that this area is involved in processing optic flow and visual motion information
generated from environmental stimuli (Duffy & Wurtz, 1991). Therefore the current findings
may indicate increased activation in this region when presented with more computationally
demanding visual environments.

Parietal Region
The IC cluster localized to the right inferior parietal lobule showed a significant decrease
in alpha spectral power for both dynamic flow conditions compared to the static visual condition.
The precuneus cluster exhibited a similar pattern with decreased spectral power in theta, alpha
and beta for optic flow relative to static, while gamma power was higher for the static condition
relative only to visual ML perturbations. Thus, if we are to assume that participants invest more
resources to counteract unreliable proprioceptive information (generated by ML visual
perturbations), evidenced by their engagement in a more conservative pattern of gait, higher
gamma power during the static condition may be acting to increase reliance on proprioceptive
information via enhanced sensory processing (Clayton et al., 2015).
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The precuneus also showed modulations in spectral power as a result of cognitive task
load, with activity in both alpha and beta bands ramping up during no-task blocks, possibly as a
mechanism to inhibit and down-regulate visual load (Banerjee, Snyder, Molholm, & Foxe, 2011;
Foxe et al., 1998; Foxe & Snyder, 2011). Furthermore, an interaction between visual and
cognitive load within the alpha-band reveals that alpha power decreases with visual load as
participants are engaged in the cognitive task, but increases as participants disengage from the
task, particularly while exposed to mediolateral perturbations. Considering precuneus
connections with sensorimotor regions (Cavanna & Trimble, 2006), the latter finding might
indicate an alpha-band mediated gating/suppression mechanism of unreliable information to
sensorimotor regions. Interestingly, the IC clustering approach produced two parietal clusters,
sensitive to attentional demands resulting from cognitive task engagement and the radiating star
field, that were both localized over the right hemisphere. This finding fits nicely with several
reports in the literature. The precuneus has been linked to the processing of scenes, with previous
imaging studies reporting middle parietal cortex to be involved in visuospatial processing (Harris
et al., 2000), and specifically the right hemisphere to be more spatially oriented to the
surrounding environment (Joseph, 1988). Topographic mapping of high-density EEG recorded in
a line-bisection task revealed a right hemisphere dominant network with activation spreading
from right parieto-occipital scalp, to regions over right superior cortices (Foxe, McCourt, &
Javitt, 2003). The right hemisphere may also control shifts in attention when viewing a scene fMRI studies have reported right-lateralized fronto-parietal activity during shifts in visual
attention (Corbetta, Kincade, Ollinger, McAvoy, & Shulman, 2000). Furthermore, a recent EEG
study found increased processing of optic flow speed over right parietal recording sites
(Vilhelmsen, van der Weel, & van der Meer, 2015). And in an older study that used positron
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emission tomography (PET), the right precuneus was cited as one of three areas that showed
increased cerebral blood flow specifically in response to optic flow stimulation (de Jong, Shipp,
Skidmore, Frackowiak, & Zeki, 1994). These authors claim that both dorsal and ventral
pathways are involved in the processing of optic flow stimuli, based on their finding of occipitoparietal as well as occipito-temporal activation patterns (de Jong et al., 1994). This claim is in
line with a recent proposal that the inferior parietal lobe does not fit into the traditional dorsalventral visual processing stream dichotomy, and that specifically the right inferior parietal lobe
plays an important role in maintaining attention while also responding to salient new information
(Singh-Curry & Husain, 2009).

Supplementary motor area (SMA)
The SMA is implicated in an enormous variety of motor (e.g., planning, movement
initiation, coordination) and more recently, cognitive control functions (Nachev, Kennard, &
Husain, 2008). Additionally, a recent MoBI study employed a connectivity analysis based on
fluctuations in spectral power between IC clusters and proposed a cortical network underlying
both active and viewed limb movements, driven by the right premotor cortex and SMA, but also
including cingulate and parietal areas (Kline et al., 2016). Therefore it does not come as a
surprise that we also observed modulatory activity resulting from both sensory and cognitive
processing in this cluster. A desynchronization was observed in both alpha and beta bands
associated with increased visual input (optic flow), compared to the static condition.
Additionally, theta power was significantly reduced with MLP, in comparison to the other visual
conditions. Furthermore, an interaction for alpha frequencies was observed, as the presentation
of ML perturbations resulted in a different pattern of spectral modulation depending on whether
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one was engaged in the task or not. Finally, in relation to cognitive load, theta power was higher
when participants performed the task; in line with findings showing theta power is sensitive to
the recruitment of executive control in interference situations (Nigbur, Ivanova, & Sturmer,
2011).

Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)
According to fMRI studies, the ACC is thought to monitor ongoing mental processes and
signal the need for increased attentional focus (Fassbender et al., 2009; O'Connell et al., 2007;
Simoes-Franklin, Hester, Shpaner, Foxe, & Garavan, 2010). We observed significant increases in
theta and alpha spectral power in this cluster, observed across approximately 3-12Hz
frequencies, for the static visual condition compared to both dynamic optic flow conditions.
Additionally, theta power showed a significant increase for task performance, in line with the
results observed in the SMA cluster above, and points to the role of theta oscillations in
executive control processes during increased task load (Clayton et al., 2015). Cognitive-task
related modulations in this cluster likely reflect processing demands dedicated to the Go/No-Go
task, as the ACC has frequently been cited for recruitment in processing error detection and
correction (O'Connell et al., 2007; Walton, Croxson, Behrens, Kennerley, & Rushworth, 2007)
as well as evidence from a Go/No-Go ERP study implicating this area in conflict monitoring and
attentional allocation (Dias, Foxe, & Javitt, 2003; Fallgatter, Bartsch, & Herrmann, 2002).

In conclusion, by utilizing an ICA and clustering approach to isolate cortical sources
supporting dual-task walking activity, we have demonstrated that the MoBI technique is capable
of distinguishing subtle modulations in gait and spectral power attributed to sensory and
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cognitive load. Future investigations will examine event-related spectral perturbations (ERSPs)
to determine if the timing of spectral power fluctuations is associated with specific phases of the
gait cycle. This will add to the literature as cortical involvement in gait is already being explored
in the context of steady-state and robotic-assisted treadmill walking (Gwin et al., 2011; Presacco
et al., 2012; Seeber, Scherer, Wagner, Solis-Escalante, & Muller-Putz, 2014; Wagner et al.,
2016; Wagner et al., 2012). In future MoBI protocols, the utilization of spatially-filtered EEG
signals during active movements may provide insight into the neural dynamics underlying gait
adaptation. This area of research is especially relevant for applications such as
neurorehabilitation, for example to decode user intentions from EEG in brain-computer
interfaces (Kilicarslan, Prasad, Grossman, & Contreras-Vidal, 2013; Wagner et al., 2012).
Additionally, valuable information may be gained in relation to monitoring the neural correlates
underlying disease progression and rehabilitation in diseases such as Multiple Sclerosis and
Parkinson’s (Boyd, Vidoni, & Daly, 2007). Finally, older adults often have difficulty adapting to
increased cognitive load during locomotion and show evidence of declines in proprioceptive,
vestibular and somatosensory processing (Goble, Coxon, Wenderoth, Van Impe, & Swinnen,
2009; Hay, Bard, Fleury, & Teasdale, 1996), factors that may increase fall risk (Ayers, Tow,
Holtzer, & Verghese, 2014; Setti, Burke, Kenny, & Newell, 2011). MoBI approaches in virtual
reality environments (e.g., visual perturbations) could be employed in combination with gait
training strategies to successfully challenge people’s walking ability, with the aim of reducing
fall risk in vulnerable populations.
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Figure 4.1: Representation of recording apparatus: a participant walking on the treadmill
wearing an EEG cap and motion capture markers, in front of optic flow display.
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Experimental Condition

Figure 4.2: Response inhibition performance on the Go/No-Go task. From left to right:
percentage of average correct rejections (CRs) during static visual field, dynamic optic flow with
no perturbation (NOP) and optic flow with ML perturbation (MLP).
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Figure 4.3: Average and mean variability for stride time, stride length and step width. Top row
represents means, bottom row is mean SD, for stride time (left column), stride length (center)
and step width (right column) for all six experimental conditions. Open circles represent the NoTask conditions, while crosses represent Task blocks. SNT = Static No Task, NOPNT = No
perturbation No Task, MLPNT = Mediolateral perturbation No Task, ST = Static Task, NOPT =
No perturbation Task, MLPT = Mediolateral perturbation Task.
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Figure 4.4: Average variability in head position, in ML (left) and AP (right) directions for all six
experimental conditions. Open circles represent the No-Task conditions, while crosses represent
Task blocks. SNT = Static No Task, NOPNT = No perturbation No Task, MLPNT = Mediolateral
perturbation No Task, ST = Static Task, NOPT = No perturbation Task, MLPT = Mediolateral
perturbation Task.
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Table 4.1: Clusters of Independent electrocortical sources (ICs). Description and approximate
location (Brodmann area and Tailarach coordinates) of cluster centroids for all clusters located in
the cortex and containing ICs from more than half of the participants.

Functional Area

Brodmann
Area

Talairach coordinates
(x,y,z)

No. of subjects (S)
and ICs

Medial occipital lobe, lingual
gyrus

BA17

11, -94, -10

12 S, 14 ICs

Right occipital

BA19

47, -73, -1

11 S, 12 ICs

Left occipital

BA19

-43, -71, 14

12 S, 14 ICs

Left superior temporal gyrus

BA22

-47, -17, -6

10 S, 12 ICs

Right inferior parietal lobule

BA40

43, -34, 36

8 S, 10 ICs

Parietal lobe, precuneus

BA7

12, -62, 34

11 S, 15 ICs

Supplementary motor area

BA6

-6, -16, 45

14 S, 23 ICs

Limbic lobe, anterior cingulate

BA24

1, 25, 22

14 S, 15 ICs
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Figure 4.5: Clusters of electrocortical sources localized to occipital cortex (yellow), parietal
cortex (inferior parietal lobule: cyan, precuneus: red) and frontal cortex (Supplementary Motor
Area: purple, Anterior Cingulate Cortex: green).
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Figure 4.6: Occipital cortex clusters. Scalp topography, dipole location (blue dots indicate the
location of each IC, red dots represent the cluster centroid) and average power spectral density.
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Figure 4.7: Clusters located over temporal and parietal cortex. Scalp topography, dipole
location (blue dots indicate the location of each IC, red dots represent the cluster centroid) and
average power spectral density.
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Figure 4.8: Clusters located over frontal cortical areas. Scalp topography, dipole location
(blue dots indicate the location of each IC, red dots represent the cluster centroid) and average
power spectral density for the cluster localized to the supplementary motor area (top panel) and
the anterior cingulate (bottom panel).
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CHAPTER 5

GENERAL DISCUSSION
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Summary of Findings
There exists an abundance of literature seeking to establish the test-retest reliability of
neurophysiological markers of sensory and cognitive processing, on different tasks and across
different age groups (Brunner et al., 2013; Cassidy, Robertson, & O'Connell, 2012; Fallgatter,
Aranda, Bartsch, & Herrmann, 2002; Fallgatter et al., 2001). This type of assessment is
important with regard to potential translational implications; for example, to study resource
allocation in different clinical populations we would need to know that the resulting eventrelated potentials (ERPs) are a stable indicator of cognitive functioning and that any changes
over time are not attributable simply to noise in the measurement procedures. However, all
previous studies have only involved participation in a stationary position - a minimal behavior
approach. EEG-based Mobile Brain/Body Imaging (MoBI) remains a relatively novel approach;
therefore our aim in Chapter 2 was to comprehensively assess the long-term reliability of ERPs
recorded with this technique. This systematic evaluation of the long-term stability of ERPs
recorded during locomotion serves as an important addition to the field, with the potential to
advance the basic and translational utility of the MoBI approach (Malcolm et al., 2017).
Twelve participants took part in a dual-task walking (DTW) design involving two
sessions wherein they performed a visual Go/No-Go task during sitting and treadmill walking
conditions. These sessions were conducted on average 2.3 years apart. We employed the Go/NoGo task because it is an established measure of executive function performance (Bokura,
Yamaguchi, & Kobayashi, 2001; Eimer, 1993) and is known to evoke well-studied event-related
components (Falkenstein, Hoormann, & Hohnsbein, 2002) - here we focused on the N2 and P3.
In this task, participants were instructed to press a mouse button in response to the presentation
of all new images (frequently-occurring Go trials), whereas they attempted to inhibit their
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response when an image was immediately repeated (i.e., the infrequently-occurring No-Go
trials). The earlier N2 (a negative-going potential approximately 200-300ms post-stimulus) and
later P3 (a positive wave that peaks between 300 and 600ms) are both enhanced for No-Go trials,
and believed to represent different processing stages of inhibitory control (Bokura et al., 2001;
Eimer, 1993; Falkenstein, Hoormann, & Hohnsbein, 1999). Studies employing ERPs generally
assess modulation in componentry by measuring amplitude and latency (Luck, 2004). Therefore
we assessed both group-averaged amplitude and latency for each component using the intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC), a statistical measure of agreement over time. Following an
independent components analysis (ICA)-based artifact rejection procedure, we focused on three
scalp regions along the midline.
Results revealed not only walking waveforms that were remarkably similar to those
recorded sitting, but both conditions exhibited the same pattern of activity across the two
sessions. The earlier N2 yielded good to excellent levels of reliability for both amplitude and
latency characteristics. Measurements for the later P3 component were generally less robust but
still indicative of adequate to good levels of intra-individual stability (Malcolm et al., 2017).
These results were generally in line with previously reported findings from stationary recordings
(Brunner et al., 2013; Fallgatter et al., 2002). Interestingly, the N2 was more consistent between
walking sessions, compared to sitting, for both hits and correct rejection trials. In contrast, the P3
waveform tended to have a higher degree of consistency during sitting conditions. This pattern of
results may reflect a tendency for earlier on-setting components to exhibit a more stereotyped
response function while later-latency ‘cognitive’ components may be more susceptible to
individual variation (Cassidy et al., 2012). Moreover, just the act of walking may potentially
introduce more sources of variability. The prospective use of MoBI-generated ERPs as
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neurobiological markers depends on the ability to establish their stability over time (Duncan et
al., 2009). By demonstrating the long-term reliability of ERPs recorded during a dual-task
walking design, our results add more weight to prior outcomes and will serve to advance basic
and translational applications in the future.

In Chapter 3, we employed a design similar to our previous study with young adults (De
Sanctis, Butler, Malcolm, & Foxe, 2014), but here our aim was to evaluate age-specific
differences in resource allocation during dual-task walking (Malcolm, Foxe, Butler, & De
Sanctis, 2015). Previous research indicates that advancing age is associated with increased
susceptibility to experience dual-task costs compared to young adults (Beurskens & Bock, 2012),
and this may be a result of impairments in executive function (Yogev-Seligmann, Hausdorff, &
Giladi, 2008). Although our older adult participants were healthy, with no evidence of cognitive
impairments, performing the response inhibition task while walking on the treadmill was quite
demanding. Therefore, we hypothesized that they would most likely exhibit increased costs
relative to young adults, in both the cognitive and motor domains. However, we observed a
slightly different pattern of results. On average, older individuals showed a small but significant
reduction in behavioral task performance while walking, in the form of an approximate 4% drop
in correct rejection rate. This cost though, was accompanied by a tendency to perform the
Go/No-Go task in a slower, more methodical manner, perhaps more focused on preventing false
alarms than the young adults. In the gait domain, an interaction between task load and group was
observed, primarily as a result of the young adults’ increase in average stride time during DTW
(i.e., taking longer steps while performing the cognitive task). In contrast, older adults exhibited
minimal changes in their gait cycle while walking and performing the task, compared to walking
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alone. Somewhat surprisingly, there were no effects of task load or age on stride time variability.
However, this finding is in line with other studies that have reported increased stride to stride
variability for older adults with a history of falls, but no differences in variability measures
between healthy young and older adults (Hausdorff, Edelberg, Mitchell, Goldberger, & Wei,
1997).
With regards to the ERP results, we hypothesized that older adults may exhibit a
reduction in P3 amplitude with dual-task load, a measure previously shown to accompany
decrements in behavioral performance, and thought to reflect the allocation of shared processing
resources across two task domains (Isreal, Chesney, Wickens, & Donchin, 1980). However,
interestingly the older group exhibited a striking lack of modulation for both the N2 and P3
components, as a result of increased load. While young adults showed robust variations in both
early (N2) and later (P3) processing stages, modulations in the older adults’ ERPs were only
limited to the later stage, i.e., slightly increased P3 amplitude. The older adults’ N2 was
attenuated compared to the young group and did not show the task-load related N2 reduction
seen in the young. For the P3 in young adults, increased task load led to an earlier on-setting
signal with a quick decline, peaking approximately 90ms before the more sustained sittinggenerated P3. In contrast, the older group did not reveal any latency differences between the
sitting and walking P3, but their walking P3 exhibited enhanced amplitude over frontal areas.
The anteriorization of P3 has been previously reported in the literature as reflecting the
recruitment of additional prefrontal cortical resources with more challenging tasks (De Sanctis,
Gomez-Ramirez, Sehatpour, Wylie, & Foxe, 2009; Fabiani & Friedman, 1995). We speculated
that the relative lack of N2/P3 modulation in older adults may indicate that the underlying neural
inhibitory network is unchanged by increased task load. Our group has previously shown that
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older adults, particularly those who perform well on a task, recruit additional frontal circuits and
that activity in these regions is often considerably amplified relative to that seen in healthy young
adults (De Sanctis et al., 2009; De Sanctis et al., 2008). Overall, based on the combination of
behavioral costs, lack of gait modulation, and delayed and attenuated ERPs in the older group,
we concluded that these findings indicate an age-related decline in the ability to flexibly allocate
resources across both cognitive and motor domains. This study also showed, for the first time,
that the MoBI approach could be applied to evaluate age-related differences resulting from
increased load during locomotion.

The final study (Chapter 4) took a slightly different experimental approach in that on top
of a cognitive task, we also introduced manipulations to the sensory environment as an extra load
factor. This was one of the first studies attempting to understand the cortical underpinnings of
gait control under sensory challenges. Sensory manipulations were applied in the form of optic
flow. Because optic flow is one type of cue that provides visual feedback about self-motion
during navigation, artificial manipulations to optic flow have been shown to modulate walking
behavior (Hollman, Brey, Robb, Bang, & Kaufman, 2006; McAndrew, Dingwell, & Wilken,
2010). While walking on the treadmill, young adult participants viewed a full-field star field
display alternating between three different visual conditions across blocks: a static star field,
optic flow with consistent outward movement (no perturbations), and optic flow with
mediolateral (ML) perturbations. At the focus of expansion point, we also implemented a
relatively simple Go/No-Go response inhibition task using letters. On half of the blocks
participants were instructed to engage in the task, while on the others they simply walked while
fixating but did not cognitively engage in the task.
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While participants never had to overtly respond to the optic flow, we hypothesized that it
would, especially for the ML perturbation condition, have a potentially destabilizing effect on
gait and posture (McAndrew et al., 2010). Specifically, it was predicted that increasing visual
load would introduce a conflict between vision and proprioceptive inputs (e.g., proprioceptive
information from muscles and joints), resulting in a more cautious pattern of gait. In addition to
the gait parameters we assessed electrocortical modulations in spectral power in the theta (37Hz), alpha/mu (8-12Hz), beta (13-30Hz) and gamma (31-45Hz) frequency bands. We utilized
an ICA and dipole-fitting analysis approach (Gwin, Gramann, Makeig, & Ferris, 2011) to define
a distributed cortical network responsive to sensory and cognitive load. Hypotheses were based
upon several lines of literature including: 1.) the attribution of spectral power modulations (in
particular reductions, or desynchronizations, in mu and beta bands) over sensorimotor areas as
indicative of increased cortical excitability (Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999; Wagner et al.,
2012), and 2.) established associations of alpha power modulations over parietal regions with
attentional processes (Foxe & Snyder, 2011).
Overall, our gait and EEG results showed an interesting pattern in which participants
appeared to be more susceptible to the influence of optic flow stimuli when they were
disengaged from cognitive task demands. With increasing levels of visual input (optic flow)
participants walked with shorter and faster strides and increased their average step width. When
engaged in the cognitive task they also adopted a more stereotyped, less variable pattern of
walking, with shorter strides and the maintenance of a more consistent position on the treadmill.
Independent electrocortical sources were clustered across participants for group-level analysis.
The dominant frequencies were then identified by computing average spectral power density for
eight clusters: three localized to occipital cortex, one to the superior temporal gyrus, two right
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lateralized parietal clusters and two frontal clusters over supplementary motor area and anterior
cingulate cortex. Alpha and beta desynchronizations were observed in visual, sensorimotor and
parietal cortex clusters, associated with increased load on both the cognitive task and optic flow.
We suggest that these modulations reflect the implementation of mechanisms to direct and
maintain attention to the processing of reliable visuospatial information. These findings may
indicate an increased allocation of sensorimotor resources in young adults, to ensure walking
stability when faced with potentially destabilizing visual inputs. Moreover, we propose that optic
flow induced changes in dynamic stability may be used as a tool to assess cortical underpinnings
of gait control.
Interestingly, the finding here of a more conservative pattern of gait including decreased
stride time under dual-task load was the opposite of what we had observed for young adults in
the previous study (Chapter 3) (De Sanctis et al., 2014; Malcolm et al., 2015). What could
account for the discrepancy in these findings? One explanation is that the visual stimulus
properties of the task differed greatly between these two paradigms. The requirement to downweight unreliable optic flow inputs and in turn adopt a more conservative gait may have
overrode the strategy thought to have been employed by young adults in Chapter 3 - taking fewer
strides to reduce resource competition. Another explanation comes from the finding that when
people do not walk at their preferred speed, but are required to walk either slower or faster, stride
time variability (STV) may increase, suggesting a greater need for cognitive control resources
(Kang & Dingwell, 2008). In the experiment presented in Chapter 4 young adults walked at a
self-selected speed (average = 3.9 km/hr), while in Chapter 3, they walked at an assigned speed
(5 km/hr), which for some was probably slightly faster than their preferred walking speed.
Although it would not be appropriate to make a direct comparison between stride time
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parameters for the two studies, it does appear as though the young adults from Chapter 3
exhibited a greater degree of variability, thus a different pattern of walking.

Multisensory reweighting and aging
Vision has a powerful effect on balance and can override information from other senses
about body placement and posture (Lee & Lishman, 1977). Changing or perturbing visual inputs
may introduce discrepancies with other sensory modalities, such as proprioceptive or vestibular
information. The presentation of mediolateral perturbations in the visual field during treadmill
walking could be perceived as a form of visual-proprioceptive conflict, as this information was
uninformative to the task at hand and even potentially destabilizing. However, because the
participants who took part in the experiment from Chapter 4 were healthy young adults, they
were likely able to effectively down-weight this distracting visual information (Bruggeman,
Zosh, & Warren, 2007; Jeka, Allison, & Kiemel, 2010; Marigold, 2008), resulting in minimal
postural sway. In contrast, this visual display may likely result in more detrimental effects for
older participants. One reason for this may be that multisensory reweighting processes have been
shown to change with increasing age. Some studies have reported deteriorations in multisensory
reweighting abilities (Berard, Fung, & Lamontagne, 2012; Eikema, Hatzitaki, Konstantakos, &
Papaxanthis, 2013; Shumway-Cook & Woollacott, 2000), while others have found that older
adults show greater benefits from the multisensory presentation of stimuli (Laurienti, Burdette,
Maldjian, & Wallace, 2006; Mahoney, Li, Oh-Park, Verghese, & Holtzer, 2011). In an fMRI
study using an imagined locomotion paradigm, the supraspinal locomotor and postural network
(prefrontal cortex, basal ganglia, brainstem, and cerebellum) was reportedly preserved but
multisensory cortical control of locomotion changed during healthy aging. The authors observed
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greater multisensory cortical activation (visual, vestibular, somatosensory) in older adults,
perhaps serving as a compensatory mechanism for peripheral sensory decline and indicating a
more conscious (less automated) mode of locomotion (Zwergal et al., 2012). Older adults have
also been reported to place more weight on visual feedback to maintain balance during walking,
possibly due to declines in vestibular functioning (Francis, Franz, O'Connor, & Thelen, 2015).
Therefore, we may expect that an increased reliance upon visual information would result in
stronger postural coupling to the visual flow, and greater sway in response to ML perturbations.
We would also predict that gait-specific modulations in cortical activity might be reduced in
response to visual perturbations for older adults in comparison to young adults, demonstrating
reduced ability to engage multisensory reweighting processes.
Moreover, it is estimated that one reason falls may occur is due to insufficient
multisensory reweighting processes, obstructing the estimation of body dynamics in order to
regulate posture accordingly (Setti, Burke, Kenny, & Newell, 2011; Woollacott & ShumwayCook, 2002). Experiments employing optic flow stimuli during stance lend support to this
theory, in that older participants show increased postural sway relative to young controls when
presented with visual motion stimuli, attributed to a slowed as well as overall decreased capacity
to down-weight unreliable visual information (Jeka et al., 2010).

EEG-based biomarkers of fall-risk
Every year one-third of community-living adults over age 65 will experience a fall
(Rubenstein, 2006; Stevens, Corso, Finkelstein, & Miller, 2006). This is a serious public health
issue as falls in older adults represent the leading cause of severe injuries, hospitalization and
loss of autonomy (Centers for Disease & Prevention, 2003). The risk of experiencing a fall
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increases during walking (Berg, Alessio, Mills, & Tong, 1997; Li et al., 2006), and behavioral
studies have helped to establish measures of diminished mobility and increased fall risk, such as
increased stride variability (Verghese J, 2009) and postural sway (Maki, Holliday, & Topper,
1994). Additionally, we must consider the relationship between higher-level control processes,
such as executive functions (EF), and fall risk. Recent research has begun to reveal the
associations between diminished motor control and cognitive status (Kluger et al., 2008). One
study showed that fall risk over the next five years was predicted specifically by the results of EF
and attention indexes, indicating that cognitive decline and reduced mobility should be viewed as
related phenomena (Mirelman et al., 2012). Increased costs for older adults during dual-task
walking designs are also strong predictors of negative outcomes such as falls and cognitive
decline, signifying impairments in the nervous system’s ability to appropriately adapt to
unexpected challenges in the environment.
We propose that in the future, experimental dual-task walking designs may employ a
Mobile Brain/Body Imaging approach to assess the relationship between gait-related cortical
involvement and clinically established measures of fall risk. Presumably when a person
experiences a fall they have already undergone significant changes to the underlying neural
circuitry. Future research may benefit from the use of the MoBI technique to identify objective
biomarkers of aberrant cortical involvement in an attempt to detect fall-prone individuals early
on, before any signs of frailty are evident. Thus, neurophysiological markers detectable through
MoBI investigations may reveal deficits before overt signs of mobility impairments appear.
Neural markers associated with reduced cortical control of gait help may help to distinguish
between normal and pathological aging, and may lead to improved clinical interventions and
strategies to help reduce fall risk. Therefore, work on the cortical underpinnings of dual-task
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walking behavior has important implications for both basic science and translational research.
More work is needed to advance our basic understanding of how a distributed network gives rise
to such complex cognitive-motor behaviors, and from a clinical perspective, to better recognize
the cortical contributions to mobility and cognitive decline in aging and neurological disease.
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